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A B S T R A C T

Background

Diabetes is the leading cause of end-stage kidney disease (ESKD) around the world. Blood pressure lowering and glucose control are used
to reduce diabetes-associated disability including kidney failure. However there is a lack of an overall evidence summary of the optimal
target range for blood glucose control to prevent kidney failure.

Objectives

To evaluate the benefits and harms of intensive (HbA1c < 7% or fasting glucose levels < 120 mg/dL versus standard glycaemic control
(HbA1c ≥ 7% or fasting glucose levels ≥ 120 mg/dL for preventing the onset and progression of kidney disease among adults with diabetes.

Search methods

We searched the Cochrane Kidney and Transplant Specialised Register up to 31 March 2017 through contact with the Information Specialist
using search terms relevant to this review. Studies contained in the Specialised Register are identified through search strategies specifically
designed for CENTRAL, MEDLINE, and EMBASE; handsearching conference proceedings; and searching the International Clinical Trials
Register (ICTRP) Search Portal and ClinicalTrials.gov.

Selection criteria

Randomised controlled trials evaluating glucose-lowering interventions in which people (aged 14 year or older) with type 1 or 2 diabetes
with and without kidney disease were randomly allocated to tight glucose control or less stringent blood glucose targets.

Data collection and analysis

Two authors independently assessed studies for eligibility and risks of bias, extracted data and checked the processes for accuracy.
Outcomes were mortality, cardiovascular complications, doubling of serum creatinine (SCr), ESKD and proteinuria. Confidence in the
evidence was assessing using GRADE. Summary estimates of eEect were obtained using a random-eEects model, and results were

Glucose targets for preventing diabetic kidney disease and its progression (Review)
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expressed as risk ratios (RR) and their 95% confidence intervals (CI) for dichotomous outcomes, and mean diEerence (MD) and 95% CI for
continuous outcomes.

Main results

Fourteen studies involving 29,319 people with diabetes were included and 11 studies involving 29,141 people were included in our
meta-analyses. Treatment duration was 56.7 months on average (range 6 months to 10 years). Studies included people with a range of
kidney function. Incomplete reporting of key methodological details resulted in uncertain risks of bias in many studies. Using GRADE
assessment, we had moderate confidence in the eEects of glucose lowering strategies on ESKD, all-cause mortality, myocardial infarction,
and progressive protein leakage by kidney disease and low or very low confidence in eEects of treatment on death related to cardiovascular
complications and doubling of serum creatinine (SCr).

For the primary outcomes, tight glycaemic control may make little or no diEerence to doubling of SCr compared with standard control

(4 studies, 26,874 participants: RR 0.84, 95% CI 0.64 to 1.11; I2= 73%, low certainty evidence), development of ESKD (4 studies, 23,332

participants: RR 0.62, 95% CI 0.34 to 1.12; I2= 52%; low certainty evidence), all-cause mortality (9 studies, 29,094 participants: RR 0.99, 95%

CI 0.86 to 1.13; I2= 50%; moderate certainty evidence), cardiovascular mortality (6 studies, 23,673 participants: RR 1.19, 95% CI 0.73 to 1.92;

I2= 85%; low certainty evidence), or sudden death (4 studies, 5913 participants: RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.26 to 2.57; I2= 85%; very low certainty
evidence). People who received treatment to achieve tighter glycaemic control probably experienced lower risks of non-fatal myocardial

infarction (5 studies, 25,596 participants: RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.67 to 0.99; I2= 46%, moderate certainty evidence), onset of microalbuminuria (4

studies, 19,846 participants: RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.71 to 0.93; I2= 61%, moderate certainty evidence), and progression of microalbuminuria (5

studies, 13,266 participants: RR 0.59, 95% CI 0.38 to 0.93; I2= 75%, moderate certainty evidence). In absolute terms, tight versus standard
glucose control treatment in 1,000 adults would lead to between zero and two people avoiding non-fatal myocardial infarction, while seven
adults would avoid experiencing new-onset albuminuria and two would avoid worsening albuminuria.

Authors' conclusions

This review suggests that people who receive intensive glycaemic control for treatment of diabetes had comparable risks of kidney failure,
death and major cardiovascular events as people who received less stringent blood glucose control, while experiencing small clinical
benefits on the onset and progression of microalbuminuria and myocardial infarction. The adverse eEects of glycaemic management are
uncertain. Based on absolute treatment eEects, the clinical impact of targeting an HbA1c < 7% or blood glucose < 6.6 mmol/L is unclear
and the potential harms of this treatment approach are largely unmeasured.

P L A I N   L A N G U A G E   S U M M A R Y

Glucose targets for preventing diabetic kidney disease and its progression

What is the issue?

In many parts of the world, diabetes is the most common reason that people experience kidney failure and need treatment with a kidney
transplant or dialysis. Disability (blindness, limb loss, kidney failure) due to diabetes is caused by high blood glucose (sugar) levels. An
important question is whether extra treatment to control blood glucose levels to near normal can safely prevent the health consequences
of diabetes including lower life expectancy and loss of kidney function, without causing problems such as low blood glucose leading to
loss of awareness or seizures. Some medical care of diabetes includes careful blood glucose control to low levels (measured by a blood
test called the HbA1C) through the use of extra medication and careful blood glucose monitoring with the help of health professionals.

What did we do?

We looked at the evidence for tighter blood glucose control (lower blood glucose in the long term, that is HbA1c < 7% ) compared with less
tight blood glucose control (HbA1c > 7%) in people who have either type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Blood glucose was achieved by any sort of
treatment including pills or insulin.

What did we find?

Fourteen studies involving 29,319 people with at risk of diabetes complications were included and 11 studies involving 29,141 people were
included in our analyses. Tighter blood glucose control generally didn't show any benefits for patients compared to less tight glucose
control. There was no diEerence in the risks for patients on kidney failure, death, or heart disease complications. A very small number of
patients (1 in every 1000 treated each year) might avoid a heart attack with more intense blood glucose management. Some patients would
expect to have less protein leakage through kidney function although the clinical impact of this benefit is unclear in the long term. The
potential problems with treatment, such as side eEects and risks of very low blood glucose (hypoglycaemia) were not generally measured
in the studies.

Our conclusions

The review concludes that people with diabetes receive uncertain benefits from tighter blood glucose control in the long-term and the
immediate complications of this treatment approach are diEicult to know accurately.

Glucose targets for preventing diabetic kidney disease and its progression (Review)
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Summary of findings for the main comparison.   Tight glycaemic control compared with non-tight control for preventing diabetic kidney disease
(DKD) and its progression

Tight glycaemic control compared with non-tight control for preventing DKD and its progression

Patient or population: patients with diabetes

Intervention: tight glycaemic control

Comparison: non-tight glycaemic control

Illustrative comparative risks* (95% CI)

Assumed risk Corresponding risk

Outcomes

Non-tight con-
trol

Tight control

Relative effect
(95% CI)

No. of partici-
pants
(studies)

Confidence of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Comments

Doubling serum creati-
nine

8.3 years

39 per 1000 33 per 1000 (24.95 to 43.29)

NNT: 167

RR 0.84 (0.64 to
1.11)

26,874 (4) ⊕⊕⊝⊝
low

Imprecision (-1)

Heterogeneity (-1)

ESKD

5.9 years

3 per 1000 2 per 1000 (1.02 to 3.36)

NNT: 1000

RR 0.62 (0.34 to
1.12)

23,332 (4) ⊕⊕⊝⊝
low

Imprecision (-1)

Heterogeneity (-1)

Sudden death

4.6 years

2 per 1000 2 per 1000 (0.52 to 5.14)

NNT: 0

RR 0.82 (0.26 to
2.57)

5,913 (4) ⊕⊝⊝⊝
very low

Study limitation (-1)

Imprecision (-1)

Heterogeneity (-1)

All-cause mortality

5.6 years

16 per 1000 16 per 1000 (13.76-18.08)

NNT: 0

RR 0.99 (0.86 to
1.13)

29,094 (9) ⊕⊕⊕⊝
moderate

Imprecision (-1)

Cardiovascular mortal-
ity

4.4 years

9 per 1000 11 per 1000 (6.57 to 17.28)

NNH: 500

RR 1.19 (0.73 to
1.92)

23,673 (6) ⊕⊕⊝⊝
low

Imprecision (-1)

Heterogeneity (-1)

Non-fatal myocardial
infarction

8 per 1000 7 per 1000 (5.36 to 7.92) RR 0.82 (0.67 to
0.99)

25,596 (5) ⊕⊕⊕⊝
moderate

Study limitation (-1)
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5.6 years NNT: 1000

Onset microalbumin-
uria

5.4 years

46 per 1000 39 per 1000 (35.42 to 43.24)

NNT: 143

RR 0.85 (0.77 to
0.94)

19,933 (4) ⊕⊕⊕⊝
moderate

Heterogeneity (-1)

Progression of microal-
buminuria

5.8 years

4 per 1000 2 per 1000 (1.52 to 3.72)

NNT: 500

RR 0.59 (0.38 to
0.93)

13,266 (5) ⊕⊕⊕⊝
moderate

Heterogeneity (-1)

*The basis for the assumed risk (e.g. the median control group risk across studies) is calculated from data in the meta-analyses. The corresponding risk (and its 95% confi-
dence interval) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95% CI).
CI: Confidence Interval; RR: Risk Ratio; NNT: Number Needed to Treat; NNH: Number Needed to Harm.

We did not downgrade for reason of publication bias as insufficient studies contributed to treatment estimates to draw meaningful conclusions

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High confidence: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect.
Moderate confidence: Further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate.
Low confidence: Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate.
Very low confidence: We are very uncertain about the estimate.

ESKD - end-stage kidney disease
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B A C K G R O U N D

Description of the condition

The prevalence of diabetes is increasing worldwide (IDF 2015) and
people with type 1 or type 2 diabetes are at high risk for a number of
serious health problems, including cardiovascular complications,
premature death, end-stage kidney disease (ESKD), blindness, and
limb loss (CDC 2011). Diabetes is estimated to cause 43 million
people around the world to live with disability each year (Murray
2012).

Diabetic kidney disease (DKD), which refers to kidney disease
caused by diabetes (also called diabetic nephropathy), is the
leading cause of people experiencing ESKD. In the USA alone,
diabetes is responsible for 44% of people needing treatment with
dialysis or transplantation (USRDS 2011). Diabetes mellitus aEects
3% to 4% of adults worldwide, with prevalence projected to double
over the first three decades of the 21st century (Wild 2004). Chronic
kidney disease (CKD) generally occurs in 25& to 40% of patients
with diabetes within 20 to 25 years of onset (Ritz 1999) but although
its incidence has decreased, diabetes is still the most important
cause of ESKD in industrialised countries (USRDS 2013). Recent
data have shown a reduction of the incidence of DKD in patients
whose diagnosis occurred in more recent years, indicating a most
favourable prognosis of type 1 diabetes when diagnosed in the
early years, and a lower incidence of ESKD (Finne 2005), Similar
studies also suggest that early-onset type 2 diabetes mellitus is
associated with substantially increased incidence of ESKD and
mortality in middle age (Pavkov 2006).

Description of the intervention

The risk of kidney disease among people with diabetes is
associated with blood glucose control (DCCT 1986; Krolewski 1995;
UKPDS 1998). Consequently, the role of tight glycaemic control
(glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) < 7% or fasting glucose levels <
120 mg/dL (6.7 mmol/L)) on the onset and progression of DKD
has been explored by several randomised controlled trials (RCTs)
in patients with type 1 (DCCT 1986) and type 2 (Ismail 2010;
Moritz 2009; Patel 2008; UKPDS 1998) diabetes. These studies have
specifically compared the eEect of more intensive treatment to
target lower fasting plasma glucose levels or HbA1c on kidney
outcomes compared with conventional hypoglycaemic therapy.

While there is an association between higher blood glucose
levels and poorer clinical outcomes among people with diabetes,
the impact of glucose-lowering treatment to tighter glucose
treatment targets remains uncertain and potential harms
including hypoglycaemia are increased. A meta-analysis of tight
blood glucose control showed that people receiving intensive
antihyperglycaemic treatment had similar risks of all-cause
mortality and cardiovascular mortality as people with conventional
blood glucose targets and insuEicient information was available
in accrued clinical studies to evaluate benefits of tighter
glycaemia targets on non-fatal myocardial infarction, composite
microvascular complications, or retinopathy (Hemmingsen 2011),
while people allocated to lower blood glucose levels experienced a
30% increased risk of severe hypoglycaemia.

How the intervention might work

Hyperglycaemia is a crucial factor in the development of DKD due
to tissue glycosylation including glomerular and mesangial cells.

Three mechanisms have been postulated that explain pathways
of glucose-mediated tissue damage: non-enzymatic glycosylation
that generates advanced glycosylation end products; activation of
protein kinase C (PKC); and acceleration of the aldose reductase
pathway. RCTs have shown that people receiving tight glycaemic
control experience less new microalbuminuria, while the impact of
tighter glucose targets on the progression from microalbuminuria
to overt kidney failure (doubling serum creatinine (SCr) and
ESKD), remains unclear. Conflicting results on the role played
by tight glycaemic control on cardiovascular events and total
mortality among people with kidney disease have been reported
(Duckworth 2009; Patel 2008), with a recent study showing an
increased risk of death associated with intensive glucose treatment
(Gerstain 2008). Hypoglycaemia is the major risk of intensive
glucose treatment and a higher rate of severe hypoglycaemia
has been consistently reported with tight glucose control (DCCT
1986; UKPDS 1998). Although mild episodes generally may be
well tolerated, severe hypoglycaemia can cause serious injury,
unconsciousness, seizures, coma, myocardial ischaemia, angina,
residual neurological impairment, or death (Desouza 2003).

Why it is important to do this review

The benefits and harms of tight versus standard blood glucose
control for cardiovascular and kidney-related outcomes in people
with diabetes and kidney disease have not been formally
summarised in a systematic review. This review attempts to provide
this overview of the existing evidence.

O B J E C T I V E S

To evaluate the benefits and harms of intensive (HbA1c < 7%
or fasting glucose levels < 120 mg/dL versus standard glycaemic
control (HbA1c ≥ 7% or fasting glucose levels ≥120 mg/dL for
preventing the onset and progression of kidney disease among
adults with diabetes.

M E T H O D S

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies

All RCTs and quasi-RCTs (RCTs in which allocation to treatment was
obtained by alternation, use of alternate medical records, date of
birth or other predictable methods) that evaluated the eEect of
tight versus standard glycaemic control administered to patients
with type 1 or type 2 diabetes with or without kidney disease were
included. Studies were included if they reported follow-up data
during treatment of 6 months or longer.  

Types of participants

Inclusion criteria

People with type 1 or type 2 diabetes, irrespective of blood pressure
(BP) and baseline blood glucose levels

• Without kidney disease: defined as a normal estimated (e) or
measured (m) glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (> 90 mL/min) and
an albumin excretion rate of < 30 mg/d on a timed specimen or
urinary albumin/creatinine ratio (ACR) < 30 mg/g confirmed with
three serial measurements)

Glucose targets for preventing diabetic kidney disease and its progression (Review)
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• With kidney disease
* Normal or impaired GFR (> 90 mL/min) with or without

microalbuminuria defined as an albumin excretion rate
between 30 and 300 mg/d or 20 to 200 μg/min on a
timed specimen or urinary ACR between 30 and 300 mg/g,
confirmed with three serial measurements

* Macroalbuminuria defined as an albumin excretion rate ≥ 300
mg/d or ≥ 200 μg/min on a timed specimen or urinary ACR ≥
300 mg/g, confirmed with three serial measurements.

Exclusion criteria

• People with diabetes and CKD not caused by diabetes, as proven
by kidney biopsy

• Children and adolescents aged < 14 years

• Pregnant women.

Types of interventions

The interventions of interest were tight glycaemic control versus
standard glycaemic control.

Tight glycaemic control was defined by allocation to a treatment
approach targeting an HbA1c < 7% or fasting glucose levels < 120
mg/dL (6.7 mmol/L).

Standard (conventional) glycaemic control was defined by
allocation to a treatment approach targeting HbA1c ≥ 7% or fasting
glycaemic control ≥ 120 mg/dL (6.7 mmol/L) or as defined by
the authors, including standard practice clinical care. Three sub-
categories of conventional control (HbA1C: i. 7.0% to 8.5%; ii. 8.5%
to 10.0%; iii. > 10.0%) were considered.

Glycaemic control could be achieved by any blood glucose-
lowering approach, administered at any dose and for a duration
of at least six months. We considered studies in which people
were randomly allocated to placebo or standard care (no targeted
treatment) and studies that allocated participants to two diEerent
treatments or diEerent doses of the same treatment as long as the
glucose target was tight versus conventional in the study.

Types of outcome measures

Primary outcomes

• Doubling of SCr

• ESKD (GFR < 15 mL/min for 3 months or longer, treated with
dialysis, transplantation or symptomatic management)

• Death (any cause, cardiovascular, sudden) or nonfatal
myocardial infarction or stroke

Secondary outcomes

• Onset, progression, or regression of microalbuminuria

• Urinary ACR at the end of treatment or change between
beginning and end of treatment

• SCr (mg/dL, μmol/L) at the end of treatment or change in SCr
between beginning and end of treatment

• Creatinine clearance (CrCl) or GFR (any measure) at the end of
treatment or change (any measure) between beginning and end
of treatment and change in GFR per year of follow-up (mL/min/y)

• Hypoglycaemia defined as:
a. Minor hypoglycaemia

b. Major hypoglycaemia

c. Serious or severe hypoglycaemia.

• Glycaemic control (%HbA1c) at end of treatment or change
from beginning to end of treatment and hypoglycaemia (as a
dichotomous outcome) defined according to the definitions of
individual studies

• Lipid profile (low density lipoprotein (LDL), high density
lipoprotein (HDL), total cholesterol, triglycerides) at end of
treatment and change from beginning to end of treatment.

Search methods for identification of studies

Electronic searches

We searched the Cochrane Kidney and Transplant Specialised
Register up to 31 March 2017 through contact with the Information
Specialist using search terms relevant to this review. The Cochrane
Kidney and Transplant Specialised Register contains studies
identified from several sources.

1. Monthly searches of the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials (CENTRAL)

2. Weekly searches of MEDLINE OVID SP

3. Handsearching of kidney-related journals and the proceedings
of major kidney conferences

4. Searching of the current year of EMBASE OVID SP

5. Weekly current awareness alerts for selected kidney and
transplant journals

6. Searches of the International Clinical Trials Register (ICTRP)
Search Portal and ClinicalTrials.gov.

Studies contained in the Specialised Register are identified through
search strategies for CENTRAL, MEDLINE, and EMBASE based on
the scope of Cochrane Kidney and Transplant. Details of these
strategies, as well as a list of handsearched journals, conference
proceedings and current awareness alerts, are available in the
Specialised Register section of information about Cochrane Kidney
and Transplant.

See Appendix 1 for search terms used in strategies for this review.

Searching other resources

1. Reference lists of nephrology textbooks, review articles and
relevant studies.

2. Letters seeking information about unpublished or incomplete
studies to investigators known to be involved in previous
studies.

3. Conference proceedings from nephrology meetings.

Data collection and analysis

Selection of studies

The search strategy was used to obtain titles and abstracts of
studies that might be relevant to the review. The titles and abstracts
were screened independently by two authors, who discarded
studies that were not applicable; however, studies and reviews that
might include relevant data or information on studies were retained
initially. Two authors independently assessed retrieved abstracts,
and if necessary the full text, of these studies to determine
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which studies satisfied the inclusion criteria. Disagreements in the
adjudication of eligible studies was resolved by consensus and
discussion with a third author.

Data extraction and management

Data extraction was carried out independently by two authors
using standard electronic data extraction forms. Studies reported in
non-English language journals were translated before assessment.
Where more than one publication of one study existed, reports
were grouped together and the publication with the most
complete data was included. Where relevant outcomes are only
published in earlier versions these data were used. Any discrepancy
between published versions was highlighted. Disagreements in
data extraction were resolved by consultation with all authors.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

The following items were independently assessed by two authors
using the Cochrane risk of bias assessment tool (Higgins 2011) (see
Appendix 2).

• Was there adequate sequence generation (selection bias)?

• Was allocation adequately concealed (selection bias)?

• Was knowledge of the allocated interventions adequately
prevented during the study (detection bias)?
* Participants and personnel

* Outcome assessors

• Were incomplete outcome data adequately addressed (attrition
bias)?

• Are reports of the study free of suggestion of selective outcome
reporting (reporting bias)?

• Was the study apparently free of other problems that could put
it at a risk of bias?

Measures of treatment e=ect

For dichotomous outcomes (doubling of SCr, ESKD, death
(any cause), sudden death, death (due to cardiovascular
causes), non-fatal cardiovascular events (myocardial infarction and
stroke), onset of microalbuminuria, progression of albuminuria
or proteinuria, regression to normoalbuminuria, regression to
microalbuminuria, or regression to normoalbuminuria, or adverse
eEects including hypoglycaemia, the treatment eEects were
expressed as risk ratios (RR) together with 95% confidence intervals
(CI). Where continuous scales of measurement were used to assess
the eEects of treatment (urinary albumin excretion, urinary ACR,
BP, SCr, CrCl, GFR), the mean diEerence (MD) was used, or the
standardised mean diEerence (SMD) if diEerent scales were used.

Unit of analysis issues

• Cluster RCTs: we considered cluster studies if they had
been appropriately analysed taking into account intra-class
correlation coeEicients and relevant data were documented in
the report, however, no cluster RCTs were eligible for inclusion

• Cross-over studies: no cross-over studies were eligible for
inclusion

• Studies with multiple treatment groups: studies in which there
were more than two treatment arms, data for dichotomous
outcomes were combined according to treatment intervention
to avoid double-counting of information.

Dealing with missing data

No correspondence was sought from investigators of eligible
studies.

Assessment of heterogeneity

We first assessed the heterogeneity by visual inspection of the

forest plot. Heterogeneity was then analysed using a Chi2 test on
N-1 degrees of freedom, with an alpha of 0.05 used for statistical

significance and with the I2 test (Higgins 2003). A guide to the

interpretation of I2 values is as follows.

• 0% to 40%: might not be important

• 30% to 60%: may represent moderate heterogeneity

• 50% to 90%: may represent substantial heterogeneity

• 75% to 100%: considerable heterogeneity.

The importance of the observed value of I2 depends on the
magnitude and direction of treatment eEects and the strength of

evidence for heterogeneity (e.g. P-value from the Chi2 test, or a

confidence interval for I2) (Higgins 2011).

Assessment of reporting biases

We generated funnel plots to assess for evidence of small-study
eEects for outcomes in which there were data for nine or more
studies (Higgins 2011).

Data synthesis

Data were pooled using random-eEects meta-analysis.

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity

Subgroup analysis were prespecified to explore possible sources of
heterogeneity (e.g. participants, interventions, and study quality).
We assessed for evidence of diEerent treatment eEects based on
the following characteristics:

• Age

• GFR (≥ 90 mL/min/1.73 m2 versus < 90 mL/min/1.73 m2)

• Duration of follow-up (≥ 60 months versus < 60 months)

• Allocation concealment (low versus unclear risk)

Sensitivity analysis

We planned sensitivity analyses to explore the influence of the
following factors on eEect size, although insuEicient data were
available to complete such analyses.

'Summary of findings' tables

We presented the main results of the review in 'Summary of
findings' tables. These tables present key information concerning
the quality of the evidence, the magnitude of the eEects of
the interventions examined, and the sum of the available data
for the main outcomes (Schünemann 2011a). The 'Summary of
findings' tables also include an overall grading of the evidence
related to each of the main outcomes using the GRADE (Grades
of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation)
approach (GRADE 2008). The GRADE approach defines the quality
of a body of evidence as the extent to which one can be confident
that an estimate of eEect or association is close to the true quantity
of specific interest. The quality of a body of evidence involves
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consideration of within-trial risk of bias (methodological quality),
directness of evidence, heterogeneity, precision of eEect estimates
and risk of publication bias (Schünemann 2011b). We presented the
following outcomes in the 'Summary of findings' tables.

• Doubling of SCr

• ESKD

• Sudden death

• All-cause mortality

• Cardiovascular mortality

• Non-fatal myocardial infarction

• Onset microalbuminuria

R E S U L T S

Description of studies

Results of the search

The electronic search strategy identified 3348 unique citations.
AVer title and abstract review 3140 records were excluded
(not randomised, wrong population, wrong intervention). Of the
remaining 208 records, we identified 18 studies; 14 included studies
(204 records) (ACCORD Study 2007; ADVANCE Study 2001; Ciavarella
1985; DCCT 1986; Feldt-Rasmussen 1986; KUMAMOTO Study 1995;
MEMO Study 2011; OSLO Study 1986; SDIS Study 1988; STENO-2
Study 1999; STENO Study 1982; UKPDS Study 1991; VA-CSDM Study
1992; VADT Study 2003), and four excluded studies (four records)
(Christiansen 1987; Holman 1983; Kawamori 1991; Wiseman 1985)
(Figure 1).

 

Figure 1.   Study flow diagram

 
Included studies

The 14 included studies enrolled 29,319 participants from Europe
and USA published between 1982 and 2011 were included in the
systematic review and 11 studies involving 29,141 participants
could be included in our meta-analysis (Characteristics of included
studies). Three studies were not included in meta-analyses as
outcome data were not reported in a format that could be extracted

for analysis (KUMAMOTO Study 1995; OSLO Study 1986; STENO
Study 1982).

The mean duration of follow-up in included studies was 56.7
months (ranging from 6 to 120 months).

There were four studies involving 1589 people with type 1 diabetes
(Ciavarella 1985; DCCT 1986; Feldt-Rasmussen 1986; SDIS Study
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1988), eight studies involving 27,654 people with type 2 diabetes
(ACCORD Study 2007; ADVANCE Study 2001; KUMAMOTO Study
1995; MEMO Study 2011; STENO-2 Study 1999; UKPDS Study 1991;
VA-CSDM Study 1992; VADT Study 2003), and two studies involving
1665 people who had insulin-dependent diabetes (OSLO Study
1986; STENO Study 1982).

The average age of participants was highly variable (ranging
between 18 and 66 years). Of the 11 studies contributing outcome
data, one study (190 participants) involved people with stage 2
CKD (eGFR 60 to 90 mL/min) (MEMO Study 2011), and five studies
(11,990 participants) reported treatment in people with stage 1 CKD

(eGFR > 90 mL/min/1.73 m2) (ACCORD Study 2007; DCCT 1986; Feldt-
Rasmussen 1986; SDIS Study 1988; STENO-2 Study 1999). In the
remaining studies, the level of kidney function was not specified.

Among studies included in our meta-analyses, five (ACCORD Study
2007; Feldt-Rasmussen 1986; SDIS Study 1988; VA-CSDM Study
1992; VADT Study 2003) compared conventional versus intensive
(continuous) therapy (12,333 participants); two studies (MEMO
Study 2011; STENO-2 Study 1999) compared standard care within
general practice with intensive multifactorial intervention with
behaviour modification or a structured education program (350
participants); two studies (Ciavarella 1985; DCCT 1986) compared
one or two daily insulin injections versus three or more or

continuous injections (1,451 participants); one study (UKPDS Study
1991) compared conventional therapy, primarily with diet alone,
versus intensive therapy with sulphonylurea or metformin (3,867
participants) and one study (ADVANCE Study 2001) compared
standard glucose control (with target HbA1c levels defined on the
basis of local guidelines) versus intensive glucose control, defined
as the use of gliclazide plus other drugs (11,140 participants) to
target HbA1c ≤ 6.5%.

A detailed description of the glucose targets to which participants
were randomly allocated is provided in Table 1.

Excluded studies

Four studies that were initially selected aVer title and abstract
review were ineligible aVer full-text review because of one of
the following reasons: not assessing the outcome of interest
(Christiansen 1987; Wiseman 1985), not targeting HbA1c less than
7% (two studies: Holman 1983; Kawamori 1991) (Characteristics of
excluded studies).

Risk of bias in included studies

The risks of bias are summarised in and Figure 2 and Figure 3. See
also Characteristics of included studies for details for each study.

 

Figure 2.   Risk of bias graph: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item presented as percentages
across all included studies.
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Figure 3.   Risk of bias summary: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item for each included study.
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Allocation

Sequence generation

Eight studies (57%) reported low risk methods for generation
of the random sequence (ACCORD Study 2007; ADVANCE Study
2001; DCCT 1986; OSLO Study 1986; STENO-2 Study 1999; UKPDS
Study 1991; VADT Study 2003; VA-CSDM Study 1992). There was
insuEicient information to determine sequence generation in the
remaining six studies (43%) and these were judged to have unclear
risk of bias.

Allocation concealment

Seven studies (50%) reported adequate methods for allocation
concealment (low risk of bias) (ADVANCE Study 2001; DCCT 1986;
SDIS Study 1988; STENO-2 Study 1999; UKPDS Study 1991; VA-CSDM
Study 1992; VADT Study 2003). There was insuEicient information
to determine methods of allocation concealment in the remaining
seven studies (50%) and these were judged to have unclear risk of
bias.

Blinding

Performance bias

Two studies (14%) reported that participants and investigators
were masked to treatment (ADVANCE Study 2001; DCCT 1986),
three studies (21%) were open-label and so were considered at
high risk of bias (ACCORD Study 2007; STENO-2 Study 1999; VADT
Study 2003), and the remaining nine studies (65%) did not provide
suEicient information to enable assessment (unclear).

Detection bias

Seven studies (50%) reported adequate methods of masking
outcome assessment (ACCORD Study 2007; ADVANCE Study 2001;
DCCT 1986; MEMO Study 2011; STENO-2 Study 1999; VADT Study
2003; VA-CSDM Study 1992); the remainder did not provide
suEicient information and where judged to have unclear risk of
bias.

Incomplete outcome data

Nine studies (64%) met criteria for low risk of bias (fewer than
10% missing from follow-up analyses and balanced numbers across
intervention groups with similar reasons for loss to follow-up)
of incomplete outcome data bias (ACCORD Study 2007; ADVANCE
Study 2001; DCCT 1986; KUMAMOTO Study 1995; MEMO Study 2011;
SDIS Study 1988; STENO Study 1982; UKPDS Study 1991; VA-CSDM
Study 1992), two studies (14%) was at high risk of bias (Ciavarella
1985; Feldt-Rasmussen 1986), and the remaining three studies
(21%) did not provide suEicient information and were judged to
unclear risk of bias.

Selective reporting

Eleven studies (89%) reported all expected outcomes and were
judged to be at low risk of bias (ACCORD Study 2007; ADVANCE
Study 2001; Ciavarella 1985 DCCT 1986; Feldt-Rasmussen 1986;
MEMO Study 2011; SDIS Study 1988; STENO-2 Study 1999; UKPDS
Study 1991; VA-CSDM Study 1992; VADT Study 2003). Three studies
(21%) were not able to be meta-analysed and were judged to be at
high risk of bias (KUMAMOTO Study 1995; OSLO Study 1986; STENO
Study 1982).

Other potential sources of bias

There were three studies (21%) that reported the sponsor was
involved in authorship of the study report or in data management
or analysis (ACCORD Study 2007; STENO-2 Study 1999; VADT Study
2003).

E=ects of interventions

See: Summary of findings for the main comparison Tight
glycaemic control compared with non-tight control for preventing
diabetic kidney disease (DKD) and its progression

The Summary of findings for the main comparison for the main
comparison provides overall estimates and our confidence in
treatment eEects for the key (preventing the onset and progression
of kidney disease) and safety (cardiovascular events or death)
outcomes.

Primary outcomes

Doubling of serum creatinine

Tight glycaemic control may make little or no diEerence to doubling
of SCr compared with standard control (Analysis 1.1 (4 studies,

26,874 participants): RR 0.84, 95% CI 0.64 to 1.11; I2= 73%; low
certainty evidence).

End-stage kidney disease

Tight glycaemic control may make little or no diEerence to
patients developing ESKD compared with standard glycaemic
control (Analysis 1.2 (4 studies, 23,332 participants): RR 0.62, 95%

CI 0.34 to 1.12; I2= 52%; low certainty evidence).

Death (from any cause, cardiovascular causes, or sudden)

Tight glycaemic control probably makes little or no diEerence to
all-cause mortality (Analysis 1.3 (9 studies, 29,094 participants):

RR 0.99, 95% CI 0.86 to 1.13; I2= 50%; moderate certainty
evidence), cardiovascular mortality (Analysis 1.4 (6 studies, 23,673

participants): RR 1.19, 95% CI 0.73 to 1.92; I2= 85%; low certainty
evidence) and sudden death (Analysis 1.5 (4 studies, 5913

participants): RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.26 to 2.57; I2= 85%; very low
certainty evidence) compared with standard glycaemic control.

Fatal and non-fatal cardiovascular events including myocardial
infarction and stroke

Tight glycaemic control may make little or no diEerence to fatal
myocardial infarction (Analysis 1.6 (3 studies, 14,220 participants):

RR 1.11, 95% CI 0.76 to 1.62; I2= 24%) and stroke (Analysis 1.7 (3

studies, 15,909 participants): RR 1.11, 95% CI 0.71 to 1.75; I2= 0%)
compared with standard glycaemic control.

Tight glycaemic control probably reduces non-fatal myocardial
infarction (Analysis 1.8 (5 studies, 25,596 participants): RR 0.82, 95%

CI 0.67 to 0.99; I2= 46%, moderate certainty evidence), but probably
makes little or no diEerence to the risk of non-fatal stroke (Analysis

1.9 (5 studies, 25,596 participants): RR 0.94, 95% CI 0.68 to 1.31; I2=
64%) compared with standard glycaemic control.
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Secondary outcomes

Onset, progression or regression of microalbuminuria

Tight glycaemic control probably reduces the risk of onset of
microalbuminuria compared with standard control (Analysis 1.10 (4

studies, 19,846 participants): RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.71 to 0.93; I2= 61%,
moderate certainty evidence). Similarly, tight glycaemic control
probably decreases the risk of progression of microalbuminuria
(Analysis 1.11 (5 studies, 13,266 participants): RR 0.59, 95% CI

0.38 to 0.93; I2= 75%, moderate certainty evidence) compared to
standard control.

DCCT 1986 reported tight glycaemic control may make little
or no diEerence to regression of albuminuria compared with
conventional control (Analysis 1.12, (1 study, 73 participants): RR
1.18, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.78).

End of treatment urinary albumin-creatinine ratio

This outcome was not reported in any of the included studies.

End of treatment serum creatinine

Tight glycaemic control had may make little of no diEerence to
SCr compared with conventional glycaemic control (Analysis 1.13 (4
studies, 12718 participants): MD 0.96 µmol/L, 95% CI -0.42 to 2.34;

I2 = 0%).

End of treatment creatinine clearance or glomerular filtration
rate

Tight glycaemic control may make little of no diEerence to GFR
compared with conventional glycaemic control (Analysis 1.14 (3
studies, 164 participants): MD -4.86 mL/min, 95% CI -15.69 to 5.97;

I2 = 31%).

Hypoglycaemia

Data on side eEects related to metformin, sulphonylureas,
glitazones, meglitinides, alpha-glucosidase, exenatide, liraglutide
and insulin were not reported. The narrative findings for
hypoglycaemia are shown in Table 2 as these were reported in
heterogeneous ways that precluded meta-analysis.

End of treatment glycaemic control (HbA1c)

Glycaemic control at the end of treatment was probably reduced
with intensive therapy compared with standard therapy (Analysis

1.15 (5 studies, 11583 participants): MD -1.38%, 95% CI -1.93 to

-0.82; I2 = 96%).

Lipid profile

This outcome was not reported in any of the included studies.

Subgroup and sensitivity analysis

Subgroup analysis were run to explore potential diEerent eEects
of the treatment related to age (greater or less than 60 years old),
allocation concealment (unclear versus low risk), study duration
(greater or less than 60 months) and GFR (greater or less than 90

mL/min/1.72m2). There was no evidence of a diEerence between
the subgroups for any of the outcomes included in the subgroup
analysis related to age, allocation concealment, or GFR.

We found that in studies with a duration of less than 60 months,
the risk of cardiovascular (Analysis 2.3.1: RR 1.73, 95% CI 1.04 to

2.90; test for subgroup diEerences: Chi2 = 5.49, (P = 0.02), I2 = 81.8%)
and all-cause mortality (Analysis 2.7.1: RR 1.18, 95% CI 1.03 to 1.36;

test for subgroup diEerences: Chi2 = 5.74, (P = 0.02), I2 = 82.6%) was
statistically significant.

We did sensitivity analysis excluding STENO-2 Study 1999 to
check for the robustness of results as this study evaluated
a multifactorial intervention including glucose targets but also
including cholesterol lowering, lifestyle management, BP control.
This did not alter the findings for any outcome, which
remained consistent with overall findings with all studies included
(specifically for the primary outcomes ESKD: RR 0.66, 95% CI
0.36 to 1.19; all-cause mortality: RR 1.03, 95% CI 0.93 to 1.14;
cardiovascular mortality: RR 1.21, 95% CI 0.71 to 2.07). We did an
additional sensitivity analysis restricted to studies involving people
with type 2 diabetes. In these sensitivity analyses all treatment
eEects were not substantively diEerent from the principal analyses
including all study populations.

We generated a funnel plot for the outcome of all-cause mortality
to assess for evidence of small-study eEects (Figure 4). There was
no evidence of small-study eEects in this meta-analysis. There
were insuEicient observations in the meta-analyses for all other
outcomes (fewer than 9 to 10 studies) to permit funnel plot
generation.
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Figure 4.   Funnel plot of comparison: 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, outcome: 1.3 All-cause mortality.

 

D I S C U S S I O N

Summary of main results

This review summarises 14 studies involving 29,319 people with
diabetes that evaluated the eEects of tight versus standard
glycaemic control. Studies included people with both type 1 and
type 2 diabetes and people with a range of kidney function.
Studies lasted approximately five years on average, although this
ranged between six months and 10 years. Intensive glycaemic
control was achieved by multifactorial behavioural and education
interventions in general practice, diEerent insulin regimens, or
intensive oral hypoglycaemic medication.

Although glucose-lowering strategies to achieve tighter glucose
control led to people experiencing better glycaemic control
(reducing their HbA1C by 1.24% on average), this did not result
in clinically important reductions in experiences of kidney failure
(doubling of SCr or ESKD), or premature mortality or major
cardiovascular complications. While treatment might have reduce
the risks of non-fatal myocardial infarction proportionally by
18%, in absolute terms, out of 1,000 people with diabetes
receiving interventions to achieve tight glycaemic control for
four to eight years might lead to between zero and two
people avoiding complications (each of mortality, cardiovascular
death, sudden death, ESKD, doubling of SCr, nonfatal myocardial
infarction). People who were allocated to tight glycaemic
control had measurable reductions in their risk of developing
new microalbuminuria or progression to higher levels of
microalbuminuria (proportional risk reductions of 18% and 41%

respectively), but as these are surrogate measures of kidney injury,
these treatment eEects are of uncertain future clinical significance
for these treated patients.

It is possible that tight glycaemic control might have diEerent
eEects in diEerent practice settings. We therefore examined
whether treatment eEects were diEerent based on age, duration
of treatment, the baseline level of kidney function and the
methodological quality of the study. There was no discernible
eEect of age, kidney function or study methodology on estimated
treatment eEects. A longer duration of treatment was associated
with lower risks of all-cause mortality and cardiovascular death,
although an in-depth exploration of the mechanisms by which
longer treatment might work is beyond the scope of this review
and might be confounded by other factors such as study quality or
participant characteristics.

In general, adverse events were incompletely reports and due
to limitations in the evidence because of inconsistent treatment
eEects measured by diEerent studies, and limitations in studies
based on the reporting of methods, the confidence in the evidence
for most outcomes was downgraded from high confidence,
meaning that future studies might have diEerent results and lead
to changing in our knowledge about the impact of glucose control
for people with diabetes.

Overall, this evidence summary does not support the use of
tighter glucose control to oEer people with diabetes a lower
risk of premature mortality or protection against kidney failure.
While tighter glucose control does appear to reduce some
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biochemical markers of kidney disease, the clinical relevance of
these endpoints is uncertain and there is no evidence that these
treatment eEects translate to a reduction in needing dialysis or
kidney transplantation in the long-term based on the current
trial evidence. People may reasonably wish to consider treatment
that targets lower blood sugars with the understanding that the
potentially harmful consequences of this approach are poorly
measured and the absolute clinical treatment benefits are probably
small during treatment on average of five to eight years.

Overall completeness and applicability of evidence

Although this review could include studies with a relatively
large number of people, there were few studies overall
measuring treatment impact on kidney failure and cardiovascular
complications. The imprecision in our estimates of treatment eEect
reduced our confidence in the results, meaning that future studies
might provide diEerent results and change our knowledge about
the eEects of tight glucose control on kidney function. Notably,
most of the studies included in this meta-analysis have involved
patients with type 2 diabetes, suggesting the results of this analysis
may not be applicable to the management of type 1 diabetes.

Although kidney failure requiring dialysis or kidney transplantation
is a common complication of diabetes in the long-term, ESKD was
a rare complication for people treated in the included studies,
even over treatment lasting 5 to 10 years. Despite over 12,000
people included in available studies, fewer than 2% experienced
kidney failure. As kidney failure is a rare outcome, it is very unlikely
that future studies will be suEiciently prioritised or statistically
large enough to determine whether glycaemic control can prevent
long-term kidney failure. Current studies have measured treatment
impact on levels of kidney albumin excretion, a biochemical marker
of kidney injury associated with higher risks of kidney failure
and cardiovascular complications, however it is unclear whether
drug-related reductions in albuminuria necessarily translate into
prevention of kidney failure with treatment.

Despite modest average reductions in the risk of nonfatal
myocardial infarction for people allocated to tight glycaemic
control, the absolute number of people avoiding this complication
for 1000 people treated is very small and of uncertain clinical
importance. In light of the small absolute benefits of tight
glucose control, it is important to have a full understanding of
treatment-related harms. However, existing studies infrequently
reported harms, including serious hypoglycaemia, such that
people considering treatment to stricter glycaemic targets
cannot reasonably balance the advantages and disadvantages of
treatment to their health in both the short and long-term.

Quality of the evidence

We graded our confidence in the evidence using the Grading
of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation
(GRADE) approach (Guyatt 2011), which considers study limitations,
imprecision, indirectness, inconsistency and publication bias.
Overall, most studies had overall unclear risks of bias for most
domains of study reporting assessed. Estimated eEects on eEicacy
and safety outcomes were frequently imprecise with confidence
intervals that were consistent with both considerable benefit or
harm. The drop-out rate in 10/14 studies was <10%. Moderate
heterogeneity in treatment estimates for tight compared with
non-tight glucose control were present in analyses for sudden

death, cardiovascular mortality, doubling SCr and onset of
microalbuminuria.

Overall, based on important limitations, our confidence in the
evidence varied between very low and moderate for most
outcomes, indicating that future research might have an important
impact on the treatment eEects observed and may change the
estimated treatment impact. We carried out sensitivity analyses
to explore the eEect of study quality (allocation concealment) in
order to assess whether this made any diEerence to the results.
There was no strong evidence that diEerent clinical settings and
design modified the results, although the statistical power of these
analyses was low and these results are hypothesis-generating.
There was no strong evidence of diEerent treatment eEects from
smaller studies, though this is diEicult to detect with the number of
studies in this review.

Potential biases in the review process

We did this review according to a prespecified protocol and
using a highly sensitive search strategy without date or language
restrictions. We considered the evidence in the context of study
methodological limitations using the GRADE approach. We carried
out sensitivity analyses to assess the impact of study quality and
other participant and study characteristics on the results.

Despite these processes, the study has limitations which need to
be considered when interpreting the results, principally related to
the primary studies in the review. Many of the studies did not report
methodological elements in suEicient detail to ascertain risks of
bias, which reduced our confidence in the results. The number of
people in the studies who reached ESKD was very small, leading
to considerable uncertainty for this outcome. Further studies are
unlikely to address this issue meaningfully as very large numbers
of people will need to be included in studies. As a consequence,
many of the studies reported surrogate measures of outcomes
for kidney function including albuminuria. While statistical eEects
were observed, the clinical value of these results remains uncertain.
In future, standardised outcomes of most relevance to patients and
health professionals will help the design of studies that measure
outcomes that are clinically important.

Agreements and disagreements with other studies or
reviews

This review finds similar results to a previous similar systematic
review of intensive glycaemic control in people with type 2
diabetes and extends analyses of that review to also include kidney
function outcomes. As was observed in this review, a previous
review did not find any diEerences in risks of death (due to
any cause or cardiovascular-related) for people treated with tight
glycaemic control and there was insuEicient information in accrued
studies published in 2011 to show conclusive benefits on risks
of cardiac complications. When asked, patients foster supportive
collaborative relationships to balance their need for support and
advice with the need to maintain autonomy and self-esteem. In this
context, this review might help discussions between patients and
health practitioners to personalise glycaemic targets to balance
the small potential benefits with the uncertain and potentially
important hazards of hypoglycaemia (Paterson 1998).
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Implications for practice

Tight glycaemic control confers little clinically important benefit
and uncertain adverse outcomes for people with diabetes.
Targeting an HbA1c below 7% might prevent zero to two people
experiencing a nonfatal myocardial infarction and result in
clinically uncertain eEects on death and risks of ESKD during four
to eight years of treatment. The eEects of tight glucose control
on kidney function is unknown and limited to altering albumin
excretion, a disease marker of uncertain clinical relevance. While
treatment benefits are uncertain, it is possible this is because
studies were not suEiciently long (5 to 10 years) to capture the
long-term risks of death and ESKD with diabetes which tend to
accrue at 10 to 20 years aVer diagnosis. Tight glycaemic control may
incur important treatment-related complications (seen in other
similar systematic reviews) that may alter the risk-benefit trade-oE
that patients make when considering treatment. Currently, there
is insuEicient evidence that clinicians and policy-makers should
adopt widespread intensive glycaemic control for patients with
diabetes.

Implications for research

Although the results of this review are generally inconclusive, it is
unlikely that future similar studies will change our understanding
of tight glycaemic control on risks of kidney failure as this endpoint
is very rare and large studies would be needed to ascertain
true treatment eEects. In the context of limited research funding
it is unlikely that future large-scale studies will be conducted.
New study ethology such as the registry-based study might be
an appropriate setting for a large-scale glycaemic control study
but despite highly-eEicient study methods, it is still unlikely that
ongoing studies will address the question of glycaemic control on
patient-level outcomes. Additional studies that principally measure
treatment eEects on surrogate outcomes such as albuminuria
are not clinically meaningful. Future standardisation of study
outcomes that prioritise patient-important endpoints will facilitate
the comparability and design of future studies to assess meaningful
treatment eEects.
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Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]

 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Duration of study (recruitment): January 2001 through early June 2001 during a “vanguard” phase,
and January 2003 through October 2005

• Follow-up period: 42 months

Participants • Country: USA and Canada

• Setting: multicentre (77)

• Patients with stage 1 CKD with type 2 diabetes, HbA1c concentrations of ≥ 7.5%; aged 40 to 79 years
with history of cardiovascular disease or 55 to 79 years with anatomical evidence of significant ather-
osclerosis, albuminuria, leV ventricular hypertrophy;; at least two risk factors for cardiovascular dis-
ease (dyslipidaemia, hypertension, being a smoker, or obesity)

• Number: treatment group (5128); control group (5123)

• Mean age ± SD (years): treatment group (62.2 ± 6.8); control group (62.2 ± 6.8)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (3143/1985); control group (3156/1967)

• Exclusion criteria: frequent or recent serious hypoglycaemic events; unwillingness to monitor glucose

at home or inject insulin; BMI > 45 kg/m2; SCr > 132.6 μmol/L; other serious illness

Interventions Treatment group

• Intensive treatment targeting a HbA1c concentration of < 6.0%

Control group

• Standard treatment targeting HbA1c of 7.0% to 7.9%

Outcomes • First occurrence of nonfatal myocardial infarction or nonfatal stroke or death from cardiovascular
causes

• Death from any cause was one of several prespecified secondary outcomes

Notes • Funding source: Abbott Laboratories, Amylin Pharmaceutical, AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP, Bayer
HealthCare LLC, Closer Healthcare, GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals, King Pharmaceuticals, Merck,
Novartis Pharmaceuticals, Novo Nordisk, Omron Healthcare, Sanofi-Aventis US, and Takeda Pharma-
ceuticals

Risk of bias

ACCORD Study 2007 
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Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Randomisation sequences were computer generated for every clinical site
centrally at the coordinating centre

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk Randomisation was stratified by clinical site with permuted blocks. Methods to
assure allocation concealment were not reported.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

High risk Open-label

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk Data on clinical outcomes were adjudicated by a central committee whose
members were unaware of study group assignments

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk 50/10251 lost to follow-up (0.5%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk Important patient-level outcomes provided

Other bias High risk Data not independent of sponsor

ACCORD Study 2007  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Duration of study (recruitment): June 2001 to March 2003

• Follow-up period: 60 months

Participants • Country: multinational; 20 countries from Asia, Australasia, Europe, and North America

• Setting: multicentre (215)

• Patients with type 2 diabetes and stages 1 to 5 CKD, aged at least 55 years at the time of study entry; a
history of major macrovascular or microvascular disease or at least one other risk factor for vascular
disease

• Number: treatment group (5571); control group (5569)

• Mean age ± SD (years): treatment group (66.6 ± 6); control group (66.6 ± 6)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (3195/2376); control group (3212/2357)

• Exclusion criteria: a definite indication for, or contraindication to, any of the study treatments or a
definite indication for long-term insulin therapy at the time of study entry

Interventions Treatment group

• Continued therapy with either perindopril and indapamide or matching placebo and to undergo ei-
ther a strategy of intensive blood glucose control (target glycated haemoglobin value, ≤ 6.5%)

Control group

• Strategy of standard glucose control

Outcomes • Composite of macrovascular events (death from cardiovascular causes, nonfatal myocardial infarc-
tion, or nonfatal stroke)

ADVANCE Study 2001 
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• Composite of microvascular events (new or worsening nephropathy, retinopathy), considered both
jointly and separately

• Death from any cause

• Death from cardiovascular causes

• Major coronary events

• Total coronary events

• Major cerebrovascular events

• Total cerebrovascular events

• Heart failure

• Peripheral vascular events

• All cardiovascular events

• New or worsening kidney disease

• New or worsening retinopathy

• Development of microalbuminuria

• Visual deterioration

• New or worsening neuropathy

• Decline in cognitive function

• Dementia

• Hospitalisation for 24 hours or more

Notes • Funding source: Servier; "Study data were collected and retained by the investigators and were not
made available to the study sponsors."

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Randomisation was stratified by study centre, history of macrovascular dis-
ease, history of microvascular disease, and background use of perindopril at
baseline

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Study treatments were allocated using a central, computer-based, randomisa-
tion service accessible by Internet, telephone, and facsimile

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk Double-blind

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk An Endpoint Adjudication Committee, masked to treatment allocation, re-
viewed source documentation for all individuals who had a suspected primary
endpoint or who died during follow-up

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk 15/11140 lost to follow-up (0.1%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk Important patient-level outcomes provided

Other bias Low risk Funded by Servier however "data was collected and retained by investigators
and were not made available to the study sponsors"

ADVANCE Study 2001  (Continued)
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Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration: not reported

• Follow-up period: 12 months

Participants • Country: Italy

• Setting: single centre

• Patients with type 1 diabetes and CKD stage 2; on conventional insulin treatment; clinical DKD; poor
glycaemic control

• Number: treatment group (5); control group (5)

• Mean age ± SD(years): treatment group (33 ± 8); control group (33 ± 9)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (5/0); control group (5/0)

• Exclusion criteria: not reported

Interventions Treatment group

• Continuous SC insulin infusion

Control group

• Conventional insulin treatment

Outcomes • BP

• Kidney function (SCr, CrCl, urinary albumin)

• HbA1c, blood glucose

Notes • Funding source: government

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Unclear risk Study was reported as randomised; method of randomisation not reported

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

High risk 4 patients were "excluded because of poor compliance" (26%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk All expected outcomes reported

Other bias Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Ciavarella 1985 
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Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration (recruitment): 1983 to 1989

• Follow-up period:78 months

Participants • Country: USA

• Setting: multicentre (29)

• Patients with type 1 diabetes and CKD stage 1; aged 13 to 39 years; absence of hypertension, hyperc-
holesterolaemia, and severe diabetic complications or medical conditions

• Number
* Primary prevention: treatment group (348); control group (378)

* Secondary intervention: treatment group (363); control group (352)

• Mean age ± SD (years)
* Primary prevention: treatment group (27 ± 7); control group (26 ± 8)

* Secondary intervention: treatment group (27 ± 7); control group (27 ± 7)

• Sex (M/F)
* Primary prevention: treatment group (171/177); control group (204/174)

* Secondary intervention: treatment group (192/171); control group (190/162)

• Exclusion criteria: not reported

Interventions Treatment group

• Insulin administration 3 or more times daily

Control group

• Insulin administration 1 or 2 times daily

Outcomes • Severity of retinopathy

• Proliferative retinopathy

• Severe non-proliferative retinopathy

• Kidney disease

• Neuropathy

• Neuropsychological

• Macrovascular

• Quality of life

Notes • Funding source: government

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk "For each clinic-age stratum, a separate randomization sequence was pre-
pared by and secured at the Coordinating Center"

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk "The Coordinating Center disclosed the random assignment of each patient to
the clinic via telephone at the time of randomization"

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk Double-blind

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 

Low risk All centrally determined outcome measurements

DCCT 1986 
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All outcomes

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk 8/1441 lost to follow-up (0.5%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk Important patient-level outcomes provided

Other bias Low risk Study appears free of other biases

DCCT 1986  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration: not reported

• Follow-up period: 28 months

Participants • Country: Denmark

• Setting: single centre

• Patients aged 15 to 50 years with type 1 diabetes and CKD stage 1; postprandial C-peptide level < 0.2
nmol/L; history of diabetes 5 to 28 years; SBP < 160 mm Hg, DBP< 95 mm Hg; no history of kidney
disease; negative albustix reaction on tests on 24h urine

• Number: treatment group (18); control group (18)

• Median age, IQ range (years): treatment group (32, 18 to 48); control group (29, 18 to 47)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (11/7); control group (10/8)

• Exclusion criteria: proliferative retinopathy; laser treatment; psychiatric disorders; medication other
than oral contraceptives; unable to sense hypoglycaemia

Interventions Treatment group

• Continuous SC insulin infusion

Control group

• conventional insulin treatment

Outcomes • Glycaemic control

• Hypoglycaemia and ketoacidosis

• UAE

• BP

• GFR

• Retinal findings

Notes • Funding source: government

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Feldt-Rasmussen 1986 
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Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Not centrally determined outcome measurements

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

High risk 5/36 lost to follow-up (14%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk All expected outcomes reported

Other bias Low risk Study appears free of other biases

Feldt-Rasmussen 1986  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration (recruitment): not reported

• Follow-up period: 96 months

Participants • Country: Japan

• Setting: single centre

• Patients aged < 70 years with type 2 diabetes; no retinopathy or simple retinopathy; UAE < 300 mg/24
h; SCr < 1.5 mg/dL; otherwise healthy

• Number
* Primary prevention: treatment group (26); control group (25)

* Secondary intervention: treatment group (25); control group (26)

• Mean age ± SD (year)
* Primary prevention: treatment group (47 ± 9); control group (49 ± 14)

* Secondary intervention: treatment group (49 ± 13); control group (52 ± 15)

• Sex (M/F)
* Primary prevention: treatment group (14/12); control group (12/13)

* Secondary intervention: treatment group (12/14); control group (11/14)

• Exclusion criteria: not reported

Interventions Treatment group

• Multiple insulin injection

Control group

• Conventional insulin injection

Outcomes • Glycaemic control

• Retinopathy

• Kidney disease

• Neuropathy

Notes • Funding source: Aventis Pharma

KUMAMOTO Study 1995 
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Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Not centrally determined outcome measurements

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk All patients were included in the analysis

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

High risk Data could not be meta-analysed

Other bias High risk Funded by Aventis Pharma

KUMAMOTO Study 1995  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration: September 2006 to April 2007

• Follow-up period: 18 months

Participants • Country: UK

• Setting: multicentre (primary care practices and specialist diabetes clinics in Leicestershire)

• Patients 25 to 80 years with type 2 diabetes and CKD stage 2

• Number: treatment group (95); control group (95)

• Mean age ± SD (years): treatment group (62.6 ± 10.3); control group (60.3 ± 10.7)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (71/24); control group (72/23)

• Exclusion criteria: history of malignancy, chronic liver disease or life expectancy < 5 years; learning dis-
ability/mental incapacity or immobility which precluded them from attending educational sessions;
SCr > 180 mmol/L; participating in another research study

Interventions Treatment group

• Intensive care + structured education program

Control group

• Standard care

Outcomes • Mean HbA1c at 18 months

• BP

• Total and LDL cholesterol and urine albumin creatinine ratio

MEMO Study 2011 
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• Proportion of individuals reaching glycaemic, BP and lipid targets

• Modelled cardiovascular disease (UKPDS) risk scores

Notes • Funding source: government

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk Data was recorded separately and assessed independently by a research
physician who was not aware of the study participant’s treatment allocation
and was not involved with any aspect of the study

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk 11/189 lost to follow-up (6%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk All expected outcomes reported

Other bias Low risk Study appears free of other biases

MEMO Study 2011  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration (recruitment): not reported

• Follow-up period: 45 months

Participants • Country: Norway

• Setting: multicentre

• Patients aged 18 to 45 years with diagnosis of diabetes before 30 years and CKD stage 1; no signs
of nephropathy or systemic hypertension; not pregnant; no proliferative retinopathy; no medication
other than insulin

• Number: treatment group 1 (15); treatment group 2 (15); control group (15)

• Mean age, range (years): treatment group 1 (26, 18 to 32); treatment group 2 (26, 19 to 42); control
group (26, 18 to 36)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group 1 (7/8); treatment group 2 (7/8); control group (7/8)

• Exclusion criteria: not reported

Interventions Treatment group 1

• Continuous SC insulin infusion

Treatment group 2

OSLO Study 1986 
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• Multiple injections

Control group

• Two daily insulin injections

Outcomes • Diabetic control

• Retinopathy

• Nerve function

• Kidney function

Notes • Funding source: government

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Block randomisation

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Not centrally determined outcome measurements

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

High risk Data could not be meta-analysed

Other bias Unclear risk Study appears free of other bias

OSLO Study 1986  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration (recruitment): not reported

• Follow-up period: 90 months

Participants • Country: Sweden

• Setting: single centre

• Patients with type 1 diabetes and CKD stage 1; non proliferative retinopathy; normal SCr; high blood
glucose concentrations

• Number: treatment group (48); control group (54)

• Mean age ± SD (years): treatment group (30 ± 8); control group (32 ± 7)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (26/22); control group (28/26)

SDIS Study 1988 
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• Exclusion criteria: not reported

Interventions Treatment group

• Education + 3 insulin injections daily

Control group

• Standard treatment

Outcomes • Diabetic control

• Retinopathy

• Kidney function

• Death

Notes • Funding source: Novo-Nordisk, Boehringer-Mannheim Scandinavia and the Swedish Medical Re-
search Council (06615)

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Closed identical envelopes

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Not centrally determined outcome measurements

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk 6/102 lost to follow-up (6%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk All outcome data reported

Other bias High risk Funded by Novo-Nordisk, Boehringer-Mannheim Scandinavia

SDIS Study 1988  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration (recruitment): not reported

• Follow-up period: 6 months

Participants • Country: Denmark

• Setting: single centre

• Patients 18 to 51 years with CKD stage 1; background retinopathy; postprandial plasma C-peptide <
0.2 nmol/L; SCr < 150 μmol/L; diabetes onset before 30 years; no medication other than insulin

STENO Study 1982 
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• Number: treatment group (16); control group (15)

• Mean age, range (years): treatment group (35, 21 to 50); control group (32, 24 to 46)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (7/9); control group (9/6)

• Exclusion criteria: not reported

Interventions Treatment group

• Continuous insulin infusion (SC)

Control group

• Conventional treatment

Outcomes • Diabetic control

• Retinopathy

• Kidney function

Notes • Funding source: government

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Not centrally determined outcome measurements

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk 1/32 lost to follow-up (3%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

High risk Data could not be meta-analysed

Other bias Low risk Study appears free of other biases

STENO Study 1982  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration (recruitment): 1992 to 1993

• Follow-up period: 94 months

Participants • Country: Denmark

• Setting: single centre

STENO-2 Study 1999 
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• Patients with type 2 diabetes and CKD Stage 1; persistent microalbuminuria

• Number: treatment group (80); control group (80)

• Mean age ± SD (years): treatment group (54.9 ± 7.2); control group (55.2 ± 7.2)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (63/17); control group (56/24)

• Exclusion criteria: age > 65 or < 40 years; a stimulated serum C peptide concentration < 600 pmol/
L 6 min after intravenous injection of 1 mg glucagon; pancreatic insufficiency or diabetes secondary
to pancreatitis; alcohol abuse; non-DKD; malignancy; life-threatening disease with death probable
within 4 years

Interventions Treatment group

• Intensive treatment

Control group

• Conventional treatment

Outcomes • Composite of death from cardiovascular causes, nonfatal myocardial infarction, coronary-artery by-
pass grafting, percutaneous coronary intervention, nonfatal stroke, amputation as a result of is-
chaemia, or vascular surgery for peripheral atherosclerotic artery disease

• incidence of DKD

• Development or progression of diabetic retinopathy or neuropathy

Notes • Funding source: Merck, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Pfizer, and Sanofi

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Block randomisation (groups of 4 with 2 in each treatment arm and thus al-
lowed a
maximum difference of two patients per group per stratum)

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Performed with the use of sealed envelopes

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

High risk Open-label

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk All endpoints specified in the protocol were adjudicated by an independent
committee whose members were unaware of the patients’ treatment assign-
ments

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk 3/160 lost to follow-up (2%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk Important patient-level outcomes provided

Other bias High risk Data not independent of sponsor

STENO-2 Study 1999  (Continued)
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Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study design (recruitment): 1977 to 1991

• Follow-up period: 120 months

Participants • Country: UK

• Setting: multicentre (28)

• Patients aged 25 to 65 with new diagnosed type 2 diabetes; fasting plasma glucose > 6 mmol/L on two
mornings, 1 to 3 weeks apart

• Number: treatment group (2729); control group (1138)

• Mean age ± SD (years): treatment group (53.2 ± 8.6); control group (53.4 ± 8.6)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (649/444); control group (705/433)

• Exclusion criteria: ketonuria > 3 mmol/L; SCr > 175 μmol/L; myocardial infarction in the previous year;
current angina or heart failure; more than one major vascular event; retinopathy requiring laser treat-
ment; malignant hypertension; uncorrected endocrine disorder; occupation that precluded insulin
therapy (e.g., driver of heavy goods vehicle); severe concurrent illness that would limit life or require
extensive systemic treatment; inadequate understanding; unwillingness to enter the study

Interventions Treatment group

• Intensive treatment

Control group

• Conventional treatment

Outcomes • Any diabetes-related endpoint (sudden death, death from hyperglycaemia or hypoglycaemia, fatal or
non-fatal myocardial infarction, angina, heart failure, stroke, kidney failure, amputation (of at least
one digit), vitreous haemorrhage, retinal photocoagulation, blindness in one eye, or cataract extrac-
tion)

• Diabetes-related death (death from myocardial infarction, stroke, peripheral vascular disease, kidney
disease, hyperglycaemia or hypoglycaemia, and sudden death)

• All-cause mortality

• Myocardial infarction (fatal and non-fatal) and sudden death

• Stroke (fatal and non-fatal); amputation or death due to peripheral vascular disease

• Microvascular complications (retinopathy requiring photocoagulation, vitreous haemorrhage, and or
fatal or non-fatal kidney failure)

Notes • Funding source: NovoNordisk, Bayer, BristolMyers Squibb, Hoechst,Lilly, Lipha, and Farmitalia Carlo
Erba. GlaxoWellcome, SmithKline Beecham, Pfizer, Zeneca, Pharmacia and Upjohn, and Roche

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Randomisation was by means of centrally produced, computer-generated
therapy allocations

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Sealed opaque envelopes

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 

Unclear risk Not centrally determined outcome measurements

UKPDS Study 1991 
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All outcomes

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk 47/1148 lost to follow-up (4%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk All expected outcomes reported

Other bias High risk Funded by Pharma

UKPDS Study 1991  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration recruitment): to 1991

• Follow-up period: 27 months

Participants • Country: USA

• Setting: multicentre (5)

• Patients aged 40 to 69 years with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes; being treated with insulin

• Number: treatment group (75); control group (78)

• Mean age ± SD (years): treatment group (60.4 ± 6.4); control group (59.9 ± 6.7)

• Sex (M/F): not reported

• Exclusion criteria: albuminuria > 0.5 g/24h; SCr > 141.4 μmol/L; clinically evident autonomic neuropa-
thy; current or previous diabetic gangrene

Interventions Treatment group

• Intensive treatment

Control group

• Conventional treatment

Outcomes • Major cardiovascular events (including new myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, stroke,
amputation for ischaemic gangrene, and cardiovascular mortality)

• Angina or documented coronary disease, angioplasty or bypass graV, transitory ischaemic attacks,
claudication, ischaemic ulcers

Notes • Funding source: Roerig/Pfizer

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Stratification was done separately for each participating hospital and by sta-
tus of any known cardiovascular complications at entry

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Small balance intervals were used to ensure that an equal number of patients
were randomised to each treatment group within each stratum

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk Insufficient information to permit judgement

VA-CSDM Study 1992 
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Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk Data on clinical outcomes were adjudicated by a central committee whose
members were unaware of study group assignments

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk 4/153 lost to follow-up (3%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk All outcome data reported

Other bias Low risk Funded by Roerig/Pfizer

VA-CSDM Study 1992  (Continued)

 
 

Methods • Study design: parallel RCT

• Study duration (recruitment): from December 2001 for 2 years

• Follow-up period: 78 months

Participants • Country: USA

• Setting: multicentre (20)

• Patients aged > 41 years with type 2 diabetes; non responsive to a maximum dose of at least one oral
agent and/or daily insulin injections

• Number: treatment group (892); control group (899)

• Mean age ± SD (years): treatment group (60.5 ± 9); control group (60.3 ± 9)

• Sex (M/F): treatment group (866/26); control group (873/26)

• Exclusion criteria:HbA1c < 7.5%; occurrence of a cardiovascular event during the previous 6 months

• advanced congestive heart failure; severe angina; a life expectancy of < 7 years; BMI > 40; SCr > 1.6 mg/
dL; ALT > 3 times the upper limit of the normal range

Interventions Treatment group

• Intensive treatment

Control group

• Conventional treatment

Outcomes • Time to the first occurrence of any one of a composite of cardiovascular events (documented myocar-
dial infarction; stroke; death from cardiovascular causes; new or worsening congestive heart failure;
surgical intervention for cardiac, cerebrovascular, or peripheral vascular disease; inoperable coronary
artery disease; and amputation for ischaemic gangrene)

• New or worsening angina

• New transient ischaemic attacks

• New intermittent claudication

• New critical limb ischaemia

• All-cause mortality

• Microvascular complications (retinopathy, kidney disease, neuropathy)

Notes • Funding source: GlaxoSmithKline, Novo Nordisk, Roche Diagnostics, Sanofi-Aventis, Amylin, and Kos
Pharmaceuticals

Risk of bias

VADT Study 2003 
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Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk The randomisation codes were generated by the study’s biostatistician at the
Hines Cooperative Studies Program Coordinating Center

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Patients were randomly assigned with the use of a permuted-block design
with a block size of six and stratified according to study site

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias) 
All outcomes

High risk Open-label

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias) 
All outcomes

Low risk Outcome was adjudicated by an end-point committee that was unaware of as-
signments to study groups

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias) 
All outcomes

Unclear risk 115/1791 lost to follow-up (6%)

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk Important patient-level outcomes provided

Other bias High risk Data not independent of sponsor

VADT Study 2003  (Continued)

 

Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]

 

Study Reason for exclusion

Christiansen 1987 Outcomes not of interest

Holman 1983 Wrong intervention: not glucose target

Kawamori 1991 Wrong intervention: not glucose target

Wiseman 1985 Outcomes not of interest

 

 

D A T A   A N D   A N A L Y S E S

 

Comparison 1.   Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control

Outcome or subgroup ti-
tle

No. of studies No. of partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

1 Doubling serum creati-
nine

4 26874 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.84 [0.64, 1.11]

2 Development ESKD 4 23332 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.62 [0.34, 1.12]
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Outcome or subgroup ti-
tle

No. of studies No. of partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

3 All-cause mortality 9 29094 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.99 [0.86, 1.13]

4 Cardiovascular mortality 6 23673 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.19 [0.73, 1.92]

5 Sudden death 4 5913 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.82 [0.26, 2.57]

6 Fatal myocardial infarc-
tion

3 14220 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.11 [0.76, 1.62]

7 Fatal stroke 3 15909 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.11 [0.71, 1.75]

8 Non-fatal myocardial in-
farction

5 25596 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.82 [0.67, 0.99]

9 Non-fatal stroke 5 25596 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.94 [0.68, 1.31]

10 Onset microalbumin-
uria

4 19933 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.85 [0.77, 0.94]

11 Progression of microal-
buminuria

5 13266 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.59 [0.38, 0.93]

12 Regression of albumin-
uria

1   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Totals not selected

13 Serum creatinine 4 12718 Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.96 [-0.42, 2.34]

14 Glomerular filtration
rate

3 164 Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -4.86 [-15.69, 5.96]

15 HbA1c 5 11583 Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -1.38 [-1.93, -0.82]

 
 

Analysis 1.1.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 1 Doubling serum creatinine.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

UKPDS Study 1991 40/2729 35/1138 18.34% 0.48[0.3,0.75]

ADVANCE Study 2001 38/5571 46/5569 19.2% 0.83[0.54,1.27]

VADT Study 2003 78/892 78/899 25.47% 1.01[0.75,1.36]

ACCORD Study 2007 2956/5041 2943/5035 36.99% 1[0.97,1.04]

   

Total (95% CI) 14233 12641 100% 0.84[0.64,1.11]

Total events: 3112 (Tight), 3102 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.05; Chi2=11.29, df=3(P=0.01); I2=73.44%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.23(P=0.22)  

Less with tight 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non tight
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Analysis 1.2.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 2 Development ESKD.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

STENO-2 Study 1999 0/80 3/80 3.79% 0.14[0.01,2.72]

VADT Study 2003 7/899 11/899 22.64% 0.64[0.25,1.63]

ADVANCE Study 2001 7/5571 20/5569 25.03% 0.35[0.15,0.83]

ACCORD Study 2007 138/5119 151/5115 48.54% 0.91[0.73,1.15]

   

Total (95% CI) 11669 11663 100% 0.62[0.34,1.12]

Total events: 152 (Tight), 185 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.18; Chi2=6.22, df=3(P=0.1); I2=51.79%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.59(P=0.11)  

Less with tight 2000.005 100.1 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.3.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 3 All-cause mortality.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

SDIS Study 1988 4/48 3/54 0.85% 1.5[0.35,6.37]

MEMO Study 2011 3/95 5/94 0.91% 0.59[0.15,2.41]

DCCT 1986 7/711 4/730 1.18% 1.8[0.53,6.11]

VA-CSDM Study 1992 5/75 5/78 1.23% 1.04[0.31,3.45]

STENO-2 Study 1999 24/80 40/80 8.43% 0.6[0.4,0.9]

VADT Study 2003 102/892 95/899 14.46% 1.08[0.83,1.41]

UKPDS Study 1991 489/2729 213/1138 23.38% 0.96[0.83,1.11]

ACCORD Study 2007 391/5128 327/5123 23.69% 1.19[1.04,1.38]

ADVANCE Study 2001 498/5571 533/5569 25.87% 0.93[0.83,1.05]

   

Total (95% CI) 15329 13765 100% 0.99[0.86,1.13]

Total events: 1523 (Tight), 1225 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.01; Chi2=16.04, df=8(P=0.04); I2=50.13%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.16(P=0.87)  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.4.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 4 Cardiovascular mortality.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

VA-CSDM Study 1992 3/75 3/78 6.99% 1.04[0.22,4.99]

MEMO Study 2011 3/89 4/89 7.7% 0.75[0.17,3.25]

STENO-2 Study 1999 7/80 7/80 12.45% 1[0.37,2.72]

VADT Study 2003 40/892 33/899 21.72% 1.22[0.78,1.92]

ACCORD Study 2007 195/5128 94/5123 25.12% 2.07[1.63,2.64]

ADVANCE Study 2001 253/5571 289/5569 26.01% 0.88[0.74,1.03]

   

Total (95% CI) 11835 11838 100% 1.19[0.73,1.92]

Total events: 501 (Tight), 430 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.23; Chi2=33.62, df=5(P<0.0001); I2=85.13%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight
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Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

Test for overall effect: Z=0.7(P=0.48)  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.5.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 5 Sudden death.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

SDIS Study 1988 0/48 1/54 10.25% 0.37[0.02,8.97]

VA-CSDM Study 1992 0/75 2/78 11.11% 0.21[0.01,4.26]

VADT Study 2003 11/892 4/899 33.85% 2.77[0.89,8.67]

UKPDS Study 1991 24/2729 18/1138 44.78% 0.56[0.3,1.02]

   

Total (95% CI) 3744 2169 100% 0.82[0.26,2.57]

Total events: 35 (Tight), 25 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.66; Chi2=6.86, df=3(P=0.08); I2=56.24%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.33(P=0.74)  

Less with tight 1000.01 100.1 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.6.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 6 Fatal myocardial infarction.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

SDIS Study 1988 2/48 2/54 3.7% 1.13[0.16,7.68]

ACCORD Study 2007 24/5128 14/5123 24.69% 1.71[0.89,3.31]

UKPDS Study 1991 207/2729 90/1138 71.6% 0.96[0.76,1.22]

   

Total (95% CI) 7905 6315 100% 1.11[0.76,1.62]

Total events: 233 (Tight), 106 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.04; Chi2=2.65, df=2(P=0.27); I2=24.45%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.56(P=0.58)  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with no-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.7.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 7 Fatal stroke.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

VADT Study 2003 6/892 4/899 12.94% 1.51[0.43,5.34]

ACCORD Study 2007 9/5128 11/5123 26.59% 0.82[0.34,1.97]

UKPDS Study 1991 43/2729 15/1138 60.47% 1.2[0.67,2.14]

   

Total (95% CI) 8749 7160 100% 1.11[0.71,1.75]

Total events: 58 (Tight), 30 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0; Chi2=0.76, df=2(P=0.69); I2=0%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.47(P=0.64)  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight
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Analysis 1.8.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 8 Non-fatal myocardial infarction.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

MEMO Study 2011 0/89 1/89 0.37% 0.33[0.01,8.07]

STENO-2 Study 1999 5/80 17/80 3.9% 0.29[0.11,0.76]

UKPDS Study 1991 197/2729 101/1138 29.97% 0.81[0.65,1.02]

ADVANCE Study 2001 153/5571 156/5569 31.05% 0.98[0.79,1.22]

ACCORD Study 2007 186/5128 235/5123 34.71% 0.79[0.65,0.95]

   

Total (95% CI) 13597 11999 100% 0.82[0.67,0.99]

Total events: 541 (Tight), 510 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.02; Chi2=7.39, df=4(P=0.12); I2=45.91%  

Test for overall effect: Z=2.03(P=0.04)  

Less with tight 1000.01 100.1 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.9.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 9 Non-fatal stroke.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

MEMO Study 2011 1/89 0/89 1.05% 3[0.12,72.66]

STENO-2 Study 1999 3/80 20/80 6.66% 0.15[0.05,0.48]

ACCORD Study 2007 67/5128 61/5123 28.13% 1.1[0.78,1.55]

UKPDS Study 1991 114/2729 44/1138 28.32% 1.08[0.77,1.52]

ADVANCE Study 2001 214/5571 209/5569 35.83% 1.02[0.85,1.23]

   

Total (95% CI) 13597 11999 100% 0.94[0.68,1.31]

Total events: 399 (Tight), 334 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.07; Chi2=10.98, df=4(P=0.03); I2=63.56%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.35(P=0.73)  

Less with tight 1000.01 100.1 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.10.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 10 Onset microalbuminuria.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

VADT Study 2003 43/442 61/463 6.84% 0.74[0.51,1.07]

DCCT 1986 110/671 166/694 15.64% 0.69[0.55,0.85]

ACCORD Study 2007 720/3250 828/3273 36.39% 0.88[0.8,0.96]

ADVANCE Study 2001 1318/5571 1434/5569 41.13% 0.92[0.86,0.98]

   

Total (95% CI) 9934 9999 100% 0.85[0.77,0.94]

Total events: 2191 (Tight), 2489 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.01; Chi2=7.62, df=3(P=0.05); I2=60.65%  

Test for overall effect: Z=3.08(P=0)  

Less with tight 20.5 1.50.7 1 Less with non-tight
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Analysis 1.11.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic
control, Outcome 11 Progression of microalbuminuria.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

Feldt-Rasmussen 1986 0/18 5/18 2.37% 0.09[0.01,1.53]

STENO-2 Study 1999 13/80 31/80 21.47% 0.42[0.24,0.74]

DCCT 1986 18/710 37/729 21.86% 0.5[0.29,0.87]

VADT Study 2003 19/251 29/240 21.94% 0.63[0.36,1.09]

ADVANCE Study 2001 1298/5571 1410/5569 32.36% 0.92[0.86,0.98]

   

Total (95% CI) 6630 6636 100% 0.59[0.38,0.93]

Total events: 1348 (Tight), 1512 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.16; Chi2=15.9, df=4(P=0); I2=74.84%  

Test for overall effect: Z=2.28(P=0.02)  

Less with tight 2000.005 100.1 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.12.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 12 Regression of albuminuria.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI IV, Random, 95% CI

DCCT 1986 23/38 18/35 1.18[0.78,1.78]

More with non-tight 50.2 20.5 1 More with tight

 
 

Analysis 1.13.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 13 Serum creatinine.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Mean Difference Weight Mean Difference

  N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) Random, 95% CI   Random, 95% CI

Ciavarella 1985 5 145 (88) 5 156 (95) 0.01% -11[-124.51,102.51]

Feldt-Rasmussen 1986 18 82 (12.7) 18 79 (17) 1.97% 3[-6.8,12.8]

VADT Study 2003 772 106.1 (53.4) 760 106.1 (44.2) 7.88% 0[-4.91,4.91]

ADVANCE Study 2001 5571 94 (37) 5569 93 (41) 90.13% 1[-0.45,2.45]

   

Total *** 6366   6352   100% 0.96[-0.42,2.34]

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0; Chi2=0.36, df=3(P=0.95); I2=0%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.36(P=0.17)  

Lower with tight 200100-200 -100 0 Lower with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 1.14.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 14 Glomerular filtration rate.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Mean Difference Weight Mean Difference

  N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) Random, 95% CI   Random, 95% CI

Ciavarella 1985 21 83 (42) 5 74 (37) 7.85% 9[-28.07,46.07]

Feldt-Rasmussen 1986 18 99 (21.2) 18 114 (25.5) 33.21% -15[-30.32,0.32]

SDIS Study 1988 48 109 (19) 54 110 (27) 58.94% -1[-9.99,7.99]

   

Higher with non-tight 5025-50 -25 0 Higher with tight
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Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Mean Difference Weight Mean Difference

  N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) Random, 95% CI   Random, 95% CI

Total *** 87   77   100% -4.86[-15.69,5.96]

Heterogeneity: Tau2=30.71; Chi2=2.88, df=2(P=0.24); I2=30.58%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.88(P=0.38)  

Higher with non-tight 5025-50 -25 0 Higher with tight

 
 

Analysis 1.15.   Comparison 1 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control, Outcome 15 HbA1c.

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Mean Difference Weight Mean Difference

  N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) Random, 95% CI   Random, 95% CI

Ciavarella 1985 5 9 (0.7) 5 11.4 (0.8) 13.85% -2.4[-3.33,-1.47]

MEMO Study 2011 89 7.1 (1) 89 7.8 (1.4) 20.75% -0.7[-1.06,-0.34]

VA-CSDM Study 1992 75 7.1 (0.9) 78 9.1 (1) 21.22% -2[-2.31,-1.69]

SDIS Study 1988 48 7.1 (0.7) 54 8.5 (0.7) 21.52% -1.4[-1.67,-1.13]

ADVANCE Study 2001 5571 6.5 (0.9) 5569 7.3 (1.3) 22.67% -0.77[-0.81,-0.73]

   

Total *** 5788   5795   100% -1.38[-1.93,-0.82]

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.35; Chi2=90.66, df=4(P<0.0001); I2=95.59%  

Test for overall effect: Z=4.86(P<0.0001)  

Lower with tight 105-10 -5 0 Lower with non-tight

 
 

Comparison 2.   Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control (subgroup analyses)

Outcome or subgroup title No. of studies No. of partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

1 Cardiovascular mortality
(age)

6   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

1.1 < 60 years 1 160 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.0 [0.37, 2.72]

1.2 > 60 years 5 23513 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.21 [0.71, 2.07]

2 Cardiovascular mortality
(allocation concealment)

6   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

2.1 Unclear risk 1 178 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.75 [0.17, 3.25]

2.2 Low risk 5 23495 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.23 [0.74, 2.06]

3 Cardiovascular mortality
(duration of treatment)

6   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

3.1 < 60 months 3 10582 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.73 [1.04, 2.90]

3.2 > 60 months 3 13091 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.91 [0.78, 1.06]

4 Cardiovascular mortality
(GFR)

3   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only
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Outcome or subgroup title No. of studies No. of partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

4.1 < 90 mL/min/1.73 m2 1 178 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.75 [0.17, 3.25]

4.2 > 90 mL/min/1.73 m2 2 10411 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.70 [0.90, 3.21]

5 All-cause mortality (age) 9   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

5.1 < 60 years 5 5723 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.88 [0.65, 1.21]

5.2 > 60 years 4 23371 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.05 [0.89, 1.24]

6 All-cause mortality (alloca-
tion concealment)

9   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

6.1 Unclear risk 1 189 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.59 [0.15, 2.41]

6.2 Low risk 8 28905 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.99 [0.86, 1.14]

7 All-cause mortality (dura-
tion of treatment)

9   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

7.1 < 60 months 3 10593 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.18 [1.03, 1.36]

7.2 > 60 months 6 18501 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.94 [0.83, 1.07]

8 All-cause mortality (GFR) 5   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

8.1 < 90 mL/min/1.73 m2 1 189 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.59 [0.15, 2.41]

8.2 > 90 mL/min/1.73 m2 4 11954 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 1.01 [0.60, 1.69]

9 Non-fatal myocardial in-
farction (age)

5   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

9.1 < 60 years 2 4027 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.54 [0.21, 1.44]

9.2 > 60 years 3 21569 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.87 [0.73, 1.03]

10 Non-fatal myocardial in-
farction (allocation conceal-
ment)

5   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

10.1 Unclear risk 1 178 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.33 [0.01, 8.07]

10.2 Low risk 4 25418 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.82 [0.67, 1.01]

11 Non-fatal myocardial in-
farction (duration of treat-
ment)

5   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

11.1 < 60 months 2 10429 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.79 [0.65, 0.95]

11.2 > 60 months 3 15167 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.80 [0.57, 1.12]
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Outcome or subgroup title No. of studies No. of partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

12 Non-fatal myocardial in-
farction (GFR)

3   Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) Subtotals only

12.1 < 90 mL/min/1.73 m2 1 178 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.33 [0.01, 8.07]

12.2 > 90 mL/min/1.73 m2 2 10411 Risk Ratio (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.54 [0.21, 1.39]

 
 

Analysis 2.1.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control
(subgroup analyses), Outcome 1 Cardiovascular mortality (age).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.1.1 < 60 years  

STENO-2 Study 1999 7/80 7/80 100% 1[0.37,2.72]

Subtotal (95% CI) 80 80 100% 1[0.37,2.72]

Total events: 7 (Tight), 7 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Not applicable  

Test for overall effect: Not applicable  

   

2.1.2 > 60 years  

VA-CSDM Study 1992 3/75 3/78 8.32% 1.04[0.22,4.99]

MEMO Study 2011 3/89 4/89 9.15% 0.75[0.17,3.25]

VADT Study 2003 40/892 33/899 24.79% 1.22[0.78,1.92]

ACCORD Study 2007 195/5128 94/5123 28.4% 2.07[1.63,2.64]

ADVANCE Study 2001 253/5571 289/5569 29.34% 0.88[0.74,1.03]

Subtotal (95% CI) 11755 11758 100% 1.21[0.71,2.07]

Total events: 494 (Tight), 423 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.24; Chi2=33.55, df=4(P<0.0001); I2=88.08%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.72(P=0.47)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0.11, df=1 (P=0.74), I2=0%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 2.2.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control (subgroup
analyses), Outcome 2 Cardiovascular mortality (allocation concealment).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.2.1 Unclear risk  

MEMO Study 2011 3/89 4/89 100% 0.75[0.17,3.25]

Subtotal (95% CI) 89 89 100% 0.75[0.17,3.25]

Total events: 3 (Tight), 4 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0; Chi2=0, df=0(P<0.0001); I2=100%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.38(P=0.7)  

   

2.2.2 Low risk  

VA-CSDM Study 1992 3/75 3/78 7.76% 1.04[0.22,4.99]

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non tight
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Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

STENO-2 Study 1999 7/80 7/80 13.69% 1[0.37,2.72]

VADT Study 2003 40/892 33/899 23.52% 1.22[0.78,1.92]

ACCORD Study 2007 195/5128 94/5123 27.05% 2.07[1.63,2.64]

ADVANCE Study 2001 253/5571 289/5569 27.98% 0.88[0.74,1.03]

Subtotal (95% CI) 11746 11749 100% 1.23[0.74,2.06]

Total events: 498 (Tight), 426 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.24; Chi2=33.3, df=4(P<0.0001); I2=87.99%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.81(P=0.42)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0.39, df=1 (P=0.53), I2=0%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non tight

 
 

Analysis 2.3.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control (subgroup
analyses), Outcome 3 Cardiovascular mortality (duration of treatment).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.3.1 < 60 months  

VA-CSDM Study 1992 3/75 3/78 9.71% 1.04[0.22,4.99]

MEMO Study 2011 3/89 4/89 10.93% 0.75[0.17,3.25]

ACCORD Study 2007 195/5128 94/5123 79.36% 2.07[1.63,2.64]

Subtotal (95% CI) 5292 5290 100% 1.73[1.04,2.9]

Total events: 201 (Tight), 101 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.07; Chi2=2.46, df=2(P=0.29); I2=18.77%  

Test for overall effect: Z=2.09(P=0.04)  

   

2.3.2 > 60 months  

STENO-2 Study 1999 7/80 7/80 2.33% 1[0.37,2.72]

VADT Study 2003 40/892 33/899 11.46% 1.22[0.78,1.92]

ADVANCE Study 2001 253/5571 289/5569 86.21% 0.88[0.74,1.03]

Subtotal (95% CI) 6543 6548 100% 0.91[0.78,1.06]

Total events: 300 (Tight), 329 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0; Chi2=1.88, df=2(P=0.39); I2=0%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.18(P=0.24)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=5.49, df=1 (P=0.02), I2=81.79%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non tight

 
 

Analysis 2.4.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control
(subgroup analyses), Outcome 4 Cardiovascular mortality (GFR).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.4.1 < 90 mL/min/1.73 m2  

MEMO Study 2011 3/89 4/89 100% 0.75[0.17,3.25]

Subtotal (95% CI) 89 89 100% 0.75[0.17,3.25]

Total events: 3 (Tight), 4 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0; Chi2=0, df=0(P<0.0001); I2=100%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.38(P=0.7)  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight
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Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

   

2.4.2 > 90 mL/min/1.73 m2  

STENO-2 Study 1999 7/80 7/80 26.9% 1[0.37,2.72]

ACCORD Study 2007 195/5128 94/5123 73.1% 2.07[1.63,2.64]

Subtotal (95% CI) 5208 5203 100% 1.7[0.9,3.21]

Total events: 202 (Tight), 101 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.13; Chi2=1.92, df=1(P=0.17); I2=48.01%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.65(P=0.1)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=1.01, df=1 (P=0.31), I2=1.15%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 2.5.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic
control (subgroup analyses), Outcome 5 All-cause mortality (age).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.5.1 < 60 years  

SDIS Study 1988 4/48 3/54 4.33% 1.5[0.35,6.37]

DCCT 1986 7/711 4/730 5.87% 1.8[0.53,6.11]

VA-CSDM Study 1992 5/75 5/78 6.1% 1.04[0.31,3.45]

STENO-2 Study 1999 24/80 40/80 30.31% 0.6[0.4,0.9]

UKPDS Study 1991 489/2729 213/1138 53.41% 0.96[0.83,1.11]

Subtotal (95% CI) 3643 2080 100% 0.88[0.65,1.21]

Total events: 529 (Tight), 265 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.04; Chi2=6.3, df=4(P=0.18); I2=36.52%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.78(P=0.44)  

   

2.5.2 > 60 years  

MEMO Study 2011 3/95 5/94 1.41% 0.59[0.15,2.41]

VADT Study 2003 102/892 95/899 22.34% 1.08[0.83,1.41]

ACCORD Study 2007 391/5128 327/5123 36.47% 1.19[1.04,1.38]

ADVANCE Study 2001 498/5571 533/5569 39.79% 0.93[0.83,1.05]

Subtotal (95% CI) 11686 11685 100% 1.05[0.89,1.24]

Total events: 994 (Tight), 960 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.02; Chi2=7.64, df=3(P=0.05); I2=60.72%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.56(P=0.58)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0.9, df=1 (P=0.34), I2=0%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 2.6.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control
(subgroup analyses), Outcome 6 All-cause mortality (allocation concealment).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.6.1 Unclear risk  

MEMO Study 2011 3/95 5/94 100% 0.59[0.15,2.41]

Subtotal (95% CI) 95 94 100% 0.59[0.15,2.41]

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight
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Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

Total events: 3 (Tight), 5 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Not applicable  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.73(P=0.47)  

   

2.6.2 Low risk  

SDIS Study 1988 4/48 3/54 0.9% 1.5[0.35,6.37]

DCCT 1986 7/711 4/730 1.23% 1.8[0.53,6.11]

VA-CSDM Study 1992 5/75 5/78 1.29% 1.04[0.31,3.45]

STENO-2 Study 1999 24/80 40/80 8.71% 0.6[0.4,0.9]

VADT Study 2003 102/892 95/899 14.76% 1.08[0.83,1.41]

UKPDS Study 1991 489/2729 213/1138 23.47% 0.96[0.83,1.11]

ACCORD Study 2007 391/5128 327/5123 23.77% 1.19[1.04,1.38]

ADVANCE Study 2001 498/5571 533/5569 25.86% 0.93[0.83,1.05]

Subtotal (95% CI) 15234 13671 100% 0.99[0.86,1.14]

Total events: 1520 (Tight), 1220 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.02; Chi2=15.51, df=7(P=0.03); I2=54.86%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.1(P=0.92)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0.51, df=1 (P=0.47), I2=0%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 2.7.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control
(subgroup analyses), Outcome 7 All-cause mortality (duration of treatment).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.7.1 < 60 months  

MEMO Study 2011 3/95 5/94 1% 0.59[0.15,2.41]

VA-CSDM Study 1992 5/75 5/78 1.36% 1.04[0.31,3.45]

ACCORD Study 2007 391/5128 327/5123 97.64% 1.19[1.04,1.38]

Subtotal (95% CI) 5298 5295 100% 1.18[1.03,1.36]

Total events: 399 (Tight), 337 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0; Chi2=0.99, df=2(P=0.61); I2=0%  

Test for overall effect: Z=2.36(P=0.02)  

   

2.7.2 > 60 months  

SDIS Study 1988 4/48 3/54 0.78% 1.5[0.35,6.37]

DCCT 1986 7/711 4/730 1.08% 1.8[0.53,6.11]

STENO-2 Study 1999 24/80 40/80 8.74% 0.6[0.4,0.9]

VADT Study 2003 102/892 95/899 16.82% 1.08[0.83,1.41]

UKPDS Study 1991 489/2729 213/1138 33.29% 0.96[0.83,1.11]

ADVANCE Study 2001 498/5571 533/5569 39.29% 0.93[0.83,1.05]

Subtotal (95% CI) 10031 8470 100% 0.94[0.83,1.07]

Total events: 1124 (Tight), 888 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.01; Chi2=7.48, df=5(P=0.19); I2=33.16%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.97(P=0.33)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=5.74, df=1 (P=0.02), I2=82.58%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight
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Analysis 2.8.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic
control (subgroup analyses), Outcome 8 All-cause mortality (GFR).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.8.1 < 90 mL/min/1.73 m2  

MEMO Study 2011 3/95 5/94 100% 0.59[0.15,2.41]

Subtotal (95% CI) 95 94 100% 0.59[0.15,2.41]

Total events: 3 (Tight), 5 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Not applicable  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.73(P=0.47)  

   

2.8.2 > 90 mL/min/1.73 m2  

SDIS Study 1988 4/48 3/54 9.84% 1.5[0.35,6.37]

DCCT 1986 7/711 4/730 12.61% 1.8[0.53,6.11]

STENO-2 Study 1999 24/80 40/80 34.84% 0.6[0.4,0.9]

ACCORD Study 2007 391/5128 327/5123 42.72% 1.19[1.04,1.38]

Subtotal (95% CI) 5967 5987 100% 1.01[0.6,1.69]

Total events: 426 (Tight), 374 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.16; Chi2=10.87, df=3(P=0.01); I2=72.4%  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.04(P=0.96)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0.49, df=1 (P=0.48), I2=0%  

Less with tight 100.1 50.2 20.5 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 2.9.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control
(subgroup analyses), Outcome 9 Non-fatal myocardial infarction (age).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.9.1 < 60 years  

STENO-2 Study 1999 5/80 17/80 39.36% 0.29[0.11,0.76]

UKPDS Study 1991 197/2729 101/1138 60.64% 0.81[0.65,1.02]

Subtotal (95% CI) 2809 1218 100% 0.54[0.21,1.44]

Total events: 202 (Tight), 118 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.39; Chi2=4.18, df=1(P=0.04); I2=76.07%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.22(P=0.22)  

   

2.9.2 > 60 years  

MEMO Study 2011 0/89 1/89 0.3% 0.33[0.01,8.07]

ADVANCE Study 2001 153/5571 156/5569 44.62% 0.98[0.79,1.22]

ACCORD Study 2007 186/5128 235/5123 55.09% 0.79[0.65,0.95]

Subtotal (95% CI) 10788 10781 100% 0.87[0.73,1.03]

Total events: 339 (Tight), 392 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.01; Chi2=2.46, df=2(P=0.29); I2=18.78%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.6(P=0.11)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0.85, df=1 (P=0.36), I2=0%  

Less with tight 1000.01 100.1 1 Less with non-tight
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Analysis 2.10.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control (subgroup
analyses), Outcome 10 Non-fatal myocardial infarction (allocation concealment).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.10.1 Unclear risk  

MEMO Study 2011 0/89 1/89 100% 0.33[0.01,8.07]

Subtotal (95% CI) 89 89 100% 0.33[0.01,8.07]

Total events: 0 (Tight), 1 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Not applicable  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.68(P=0.5)  

   

2.10.2 Low risk  

STENO-2 Study 1999 5/80 17/80 4.21% 0.29[0.11,0.76]

UKPDS Study 1991 197/2729 101/1138 30.12% 0.81[0.65,1.02]

ADVANCE Study 2001 153/5571 156/5569 31.12% 0.98[0.79,1.22]

ACCORD Study 2007 189/5128 235/5123 34.55% 0.8[0.67,0.97]

Subtotal (95% CI) 13508 11910 100% 0.82[0.67,1.01]

Total events: 544 (Tight), 509 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.02; Chi2=6.9, df=3(P=0.08); I2=56.51%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.88(P=0.06)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0.31, df=1 (P=0.58), I2=0%  

Less with tight 1000.01 100.1 1 Less with non-tight

 
 

Analysis 2.11.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control (subgroup
analyses), Outcome 11 Non-fatal myocardial infarction (duration of treatment).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.11.1 < 60 months  

MEMO Study 2011 0/89 1/89 0.35% 0.33[0.01,8.07]

ACCORD Study 2007 186/5128 235/5123 99.65% 0.79[0.65,0.95]

Subtotal (95% CI) 5217 5212 100% 0.79[0.65,0.95]

Total events: 186 (Tight), 236 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0; Chi2=0.28, df=1(P=0.6); I2=0%  

Test for overall effect: Z=2.48(P=0.01)  

   

2.11.2 > 60 months  

STENO-2 Study 1999 5/80 17/80 10.52% 0.29[0.11,0.76]

UKPDS Study 1991 197/2729 101/1138 44.36% 0.81[0.65,1.02]

ADVANCE Study 2001 153/5571 156/5569 45.12% 0.98[0.79,1.22]

Subtotal (95% CI) 8380 6787 100% 0.8[0.57,1.12]

Total events: 355 (Tight), 274 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.05; Chi2=6.49, df=2(P=0.04); I2=69.2%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.32(P=0.19)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0, df=1 (P=0.97), I2=0%  

Less with tight 1000.01 100.1 1 Less with non-tight
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Analysis 2.12.   Comparison 2 Tight versus non-tight glycaemic control
(subgroup analyses), Outcome 12 Non-fatal myocardial infarction (GFR).

Study or subgroup Tight Non-tight Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

  n/N n/N IV, Random, 95% CI   IV, Random, 95% CI

2.12.1 < 90 mL/min/1.73 m2  

MEMO Study 2011 0/89 1/89 100% 0.33[0.01,8.07]

Subtotal (95% CI) 89 89 100% 0.33[0.01,8.07]

Total events: 0 (Tight), 1 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Not applicable  

Test for overall effect: Z=0.68(P=0.5)  

   

2.12.2 > 90 mL/min/1.73 m2  

STENO-2 Study 1999 5/80 17/80 38.52% 0.29[0.11,0.76]

ACCORD Study 2007 186/5128 235/5123 61.48% 0.79[0.65,0.95]

Subtotal (95% CI) 5208 5203 100% 0.54[0.21,1.39]

Total events: 191 (Tight), 252 (Non-tight)  

Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.37; Chi2=4.02, df=1(P=0.04); I2=75.15%  

Test for overall effect: Z=1.28(P=0.2)  

Test for subgroup differences: Chi2=0.08, df=1 (P=0.78), I2=0%  

Less with tight 1000.01 100.1 1 Less with non-tight
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A D D I T I O N A L   T A B L E S

Tight control Non-tight controlStudy

Treatment Definition Cut point Achieved
HbA1c (%)*

Treatment Definition Cut point Achieved
HbA1c (%)*

ACCORD
Study 2007

Intensive therapy Target HbA1c < 6.0% HbA1c <
6.0%

7.2 (6.6 to
7.9)

Conventional ther-
apy

HbA1c: 7.0% to
7.9%

HbA1c: 7.0%
to 7.9%

7.6 (7 to 8.3)

ADVANCE
Study 2001

Intensive with
gliclazide ± met-
formin, thiazo-
lidinediones, acar-
bose or insulin

Target HbA1c≤ 6.5% HbA1C ≤
6.5%

6.53 ± 0.91 Conventional with
sulphonylurea oth-
er than gliclazide

HbA1c levels de-
fined by local
guidelines

Local target 7.30 ± 1.26

Ciavarella
1985

Insulin infusion
(SC)

NR NR 9 ± 0.7 1 or 2 or 3 daily in-
sulin injections

NR NR 11.4 ± 0.8

DCCT 1986 3 or more daily in-
sulin injections or
insulin infusion
(SC)

prePBG 3.9 to 6.7 mmol/L

postPBG < 10 mmol/L

HbA1c < 6.05%

prePBG
3.9 to 6.7
mmol/L

postPBG <
10 mmol/L

HbA1c <
6.05%

7.2 ± NR 1 or 2 daily insulin
injections

No glycosuria, hy-
perglycaemia and
ketonuria

No glyco-
suria hyper-
glycaemia
and ke-
tonuria

9.1 ± NR

Feldt-Ras-
mussen
1986

Insulin infusion
(SC)

FBG levels 5 to 10 mmol/L

postPBG morning 4 to 7
mmol/L

Avoiding blood glucose
levels < 3 mmol/L

FPG 5 to 10
mmol/L

postPBG 4
to 7 mmol/L

BG > 3
mmol/L

7.2 (5.9 to
8.8)

Conventional in-
sulin therapy

PostPBG <15
mmol/L

Glucose excretion
< 20 g/24h

PostPBG <
15 mmol/L

Glucose ex-
cretion < 20
g/24h

8.6 (7.2 to
13.3)

KUMAMOTO
Study 1995

3 or more daily in-
sulin injections

Glycaemic control as close
to the FBG < 7.78 mmol/L

HbA1c < 7.0%

FBG < 7.78
mmol/L

HbA1c <
7.0%

7.2 ± 1 1 or 2 daily injec-
tions of intermedi-
ate-acting insulin

glycaemic control
as close to FBG <
7.78 mmol/L

FPG < 7.78
mmol/L

9.4 ± 1.3

Table 1.   Table of targets definition 
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MEMO Study
2011

Intensive care +
structured educa-
tion program

HbA1c ≤ 6.5% HbA1c ≤
6.5%

8 ± 1.6 Standard care by
general practition-
er

HbA1c ≤ 6.5% HbA1c ≤
6.5%

7.5 ± 1.4

OSLO Study
1986

3 or more daily in-
sulin injections or
insulin infusion
(SC)

NR NR NR 2 daily mixed in-
sulin injections

NR NR NR

SDIS Study
1988

Intensive therapy NR NR 7.1 ± 0.7 Conventional ther-
apy

NR NR 8.5 ± 0.7

STENO-2
Study 1999

Intensive multi-
factorial interven-
tion with behaviour
modification

HbA1c < 6.5% HbA1c <
6.5%

NR Standard care by
general practition-
er

HbA1c < 7.5% HbA1c <
7.5%

NR

STENO
Study 1982

Insulin infusion
(SC)

PostPBG < 9 mmol/L

No glycosuria

PostPBG < 9
mmol/L

No glyco-
suria

6.7 ± 1 1 or more daily in-
jections of insulin

PostPBG <15
mmol/L

Glucose excretion
< 20 g/24h

PostPBG <
15mmol/L

Glucose ex-
cretion < 20
g/24h

8 ± 1.2

UKPDS
Study 1991

Intensive with met-
formin or sulpho-
nylurea ± met-
formin or insulin

FPG < 6 mmol/L

In insulin-treated patients,
pre-meal glucose concen-
trations 4 to 7 mmol/L

FPG < 6
mmol/L

prePBG 4 to
7 mmol/L

7 (6.2 to 8.2) Conventional with
diet or metformin
± sulphonylurea
or sulphonylurea
± metformin or in-
sulin

Maintain FPG < 15
mmol/L

without symp-
toms of hypergly-
caemia

FPG < 15
mmol/L

7.9 (6.9 to
8.8)

VA-CSDM
Study 1992

Intensive therapy HbA1c as close to the nor-
mal range as possible (5.1
± 1% (mean ± 2 SD))

Normal mean FSG 4.44 to
6.38 mmol/L

Other prePBG < 7.22
mmol/L

HbA1c 5.1%
+ 1

FBG 4.44 to
6.38 mmol/L

prePBG <
7.22 mmol/L

7.1 ± 0.1 Conventional ther-
apy

Avoid diabetic
symptoms, ex-
cessive glyco-
suria, or overt hy-
poglycaemia

No diabetes,
glycosuria
or hypogly-
caemia

9.1 ± NR

VADT Study
2003

Intensive with max-
imal OHA doses ±
insulin

Aiming for HbA1c ≤ 6%

A priority is to avoid hypo-
glycaemia

HbA1c ≤
6.0%

6.9 (NR) Conventional with
half the maximal
OHA doses ± insulin

Avoidance of de-
terioration of
HbA1c 8% to 9%
and preventing

HbA1c 8%
to 9%

8.4 (NR)

Table 1.   Table of targets definition  (Continued)
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0

No hypogly-
caemia

symptoms of gly-
cosuria, hypogly-
caemia, and ke-
tonuria

No glyco-
suria, hyper-
glycaemia
and ke-
tonuria

Table 1.   Table of targets definition  (Continued)

* value reported as mean ± SD or median (range)
FBG - fasting blood glucose; HbA1c - glycated haemoglobin; NR: not reported; PBG - prandial blood glucose; SC- subcutaneous
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Study ID Intervention Control Statistical infer-
ence

ACCORD Study 2007 3,1 severe hypoglycaemia /100 pa-
tient-year (830 patient, 16.2%)

1 hypoglycaemia-related death

1 severe hypoglycaemia/100 pa-
tient-year (261 patient, 5.1%)

1 hypoglycaemia-related death

P < 0.001

ADVANCE Study
2001

0.7 severe hypoglycaemia/100 patient-year
(150 patients, 2.7%)

120 minor hypoglycaemia/100 patient-year

0.4 severe hypoglycaemia/100 pa-
tient-year (81 patients, 1.5%)

90 minor hypoglycaemia/100 pa-
tient-year

P < 0.001

DCCT 1986 549 (77%) severe hypoglycaemia 165 (23%) severe hypoglycaemia P < 0.001

MEMO Study 2011 42.4% mild hypoglycaemia

11.2% moderate hypoglycaemia

0% severe hypoglycaemia

32.5% mild hypoglycaemia

29% moderate hypoglycaemia

6.3% severe hypoglycaemia

P = 0.52

P = 0.001

P = 0.07

SDIS Study 1988 1.1 serious hypoglycaemia/patient-year
(80%)

0.4 serious hypoglycaemia/patient-year
(58%)

P < 0.5

STENO-2 Study
1999

42 patients ≥1 minor hypoglycaemia

5 patients ≥1 major hypoglycaemia

39 patients ≥1 minor hypoglycaemia

12 patients ≥1 major hypoglycaemia

P = 0.50

P = 0.12

VADT Study 2003 1566 any hypoglycaemia/100 patient-year

12 major hypoglycaemia/100 patient-year

432 any hypoglycaemia/100 pa-
tient-year

4 major hypoglycaemia/100 pa-
tient-year

P < 0.001

Table 2.   Narrative table for hypoglycaemia 

 

 

A P P E N D I C E S

Appendix 1. Electronic search strategies

 

Database Search terms

CENTRAL 1. MeSH descriptor Diabetes Mellitus, Type 1, this term only

2. MeSH descriptor Diabetes Mellitus, Type 2, this term only

3. MeSH descriptor Diabetes Mellitus, this term only

4. MeSH descriptor Diabetic Nephropathies, this term only

5. ((diabetic or diabetes) and (kidney* or renal or nephritis or glomerulo* or nephropath*)):ti,ab,kw
in Clinical Trials

6. (IDDM or NIDDM):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

7. (#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6)

8. MeSH descriptor Insulin explode all trees

9. MeSH descriptor Hypoglycemic Agents explode all trees

10.MeSH descriptor Thiazolidinediones, this term only
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11.MeSH descriptor Sulfonylurea Compounds explode all trees

12.MeSH descriptor Dipeptidyl-Peptidase IV Inhibitors, this term only

13.MeSH descriptor Glucagon-Like Peptide 1, this term only

14.MeSH descriptor Sodium-Glucose Transporter 2, this term only

15.(metformin*):ti,ab,kw or (Rosiglitazone*):ti,ab,kw or (Rivoglitazone*):ti,ab,kw or (Pioglita-
zone*):ti,ab,kw or (Troglitazone):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

16.(glitazone*):ti,ab,kw or (acarbose):ti,ab,kw or (miglitol):ti,ab,kw or (voglibose):ti,ab,kw in Clinical
Trials

17.(Alogliptin):ti,ab,kw or (Linagliptin):ti,ab,kw or (repaglinide):ti,ab,kw or (nateglinide):ti,ab,kw or
(exenatide):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

18.(pramlintide):ti,ab,kw or (benfluorex):ti,ab,kw or (liraglutide):ti,ab,kw or (mitiglinide):ti,ab,kw in
Clinical Trials

19.(sitagliptin):ti,ab,kw or (vildagliptin):ti,ab,kw or (saxagliptin):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

20.(#8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16 OR #17 OR #18 OR #19)

21.MeSH descriptor Blood Glucose, this term only

22.MeSH descriptor Glycemic Index, this term only

23.(glycemic index):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

24.(glycemic control*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

25.(glucose target*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

26."glucose control*" or "glucose lower*" or "glucose level*":ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

27.(glucose NEXT control*):ti,ab,kw or (glucose NEXT lower*):ti,ab,kw or (glucose NEXT lev-
el*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

28.(tight NEXT glycemic):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

29.(tight NEAR/2 glucose*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials

30.(#21 OR #22 OR #23 OR #24 OR #25 OR #26 OR #27 OR #28 OR #29)

31.(#7 AND #20 AND #30)

MEDLINE 1. Diabetes Mellitus, Type 1/

2. Diabetes Mellitus, Type 2/

3. Diabetes Mellitus/

4. Diabetic Nephropathies/

5. ((diabetic or diabetes) and (kidney$ or renal or nephritis or glomerulo$ or nephropath)).tw.

6. (IDDM or NIDDM).tw.

7. or/1-6

8. exp Insulin/

9. exp Hypoglycemic Agents/

10.Thiazolidinediones/

11.exp Sulfonylurea Compounds/

12.Dipeptidyl-Peptidase IV Inhibitors/

13.Glucagon-Like Peptide 1/

14.Sodium-Glucose Transporter 2/

15.metformin.tw.

16.Rosiglitazone.tw.

17.Rivoglitazone.tw.

18.Pioglitazone.tw.

19.Troglitazone.tw.

20.glitazone$.tw.

21.(acarbose or miglitol or voglibose).tw.

22.Alogliptin.tw.

23.Linagliptin.tw.

24.(repaglinide or nateglinide or exenatide or pramlintide or benfluorex or liraglutide or mitiglin-
ide).tw.

  (Continued)
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25.(sitagliptin or vildagliptin or saxagliptin).tw.

26.or/8-25

27.Blood Glucose/

28.Glycemic Index/

29.glycemic index.tw.

30.glycemic control$.tw.

31.glucose target$.tw.

32.(glucose control$ or glucose lower$ or glucose level$).tw.

33.tight glycemic.tw.

34.(tight adj2 glucose$).tw.

35.or/27-34

36.and/7,26,35

EMBASE 1. exp diabetes mellitus/

2. exp antidiabetic agent/

3. exp thiazole derivative/

4. exp sulfonylurea derivative/

5. exp glucagon like peptide/

6. or/2-5

7. glucose blood level/

8. glycemic index/

9. (glycemic index or glycemic control).tw.

10.glucose target$.tw.

11.(glucose control$ or glucose lower$ or glucose level$).tw.

12.((tight adj2 glycemic) or (tight adj2 glucose$)).tw.

13.or/7-12

  (Continued)

 

Appendix 2. Risk of bias assessment tool

 

Potential source of bias Assessment criteria

Low risk of bias: Random number table; computer random number generator; coin tossing; shuf-
fling cards or envelopes; throwing dice; drawing of lots; minimization (minimization may be imple-
mented without a random element, and this is considered to be equivalent to being random).

High risk of bias: Sequence generated by odd or even date of birth; date (or day) of admission; se-
quence generated by hospital or clinic record number; allocation by judgement of the clinician; by
preference of the participant; based on the results of a laboratory test or a series of tests; by avail-
ability of the intervention.

Random sequence genera-
tion

Selection bias (biased alloca-
tion to interventions) due to
inadequate generation of a
randomised sequence

Unclear: Insufficient information about the sequence generation process to permit judgement.

Low risk of bias: Randomisation method described that would not allow investigator/participant to
know or influence intervention group before eligible participant entered in the study (e.g. central
allocation, including telephone, web-based, and pharmacy-controlled, randomisation; sequential-
ly numbered drug containers of identical appearance; sequentially numbered, opaque, sealed en-
velopes).

Allocation concealment

Selection bias (biased alloca-
tion to interventions) due to
inadequate concealment of al-
locations prior to assignment

High risk of bias: Using an open random allocation schedule (e.g. a list of random numbers); as-
signment envelopes were used without appropriate safeguards (e.g. if envelopes were unsealed or
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non-opaque or not sequentially numbered); alternation or rotation; date of birth; case record num-
ber; any other explicitly unconcealed procedure.

Unclear: Randomisation stated but no information on method used is available.

Low risk of bias: No blinding or incomplete blinding, but the review authors judge that the outcome
is not likely to be influenced by lack of blinding; blinding of participants and key study personnel
ensured, and unlikely that the blinding could have been broken.

High risk of bias: No blinding or incomplete blinding, and the outcome is likely to be influenced by
lack of blinding; blinding of key study participants and personnel attempted, but likely that the
blinding could have been broken, and the outcome is likely to be influenced by lack of blinding.

Blinding of participants and
personnel

Performance bias due to
knowledge of the allocated
interventions by participants
and personnel during the
study

Unclear: Insufficient information to permit judgement

Low risk of bias: No blinding of outcome assessment, but the review authors judge that the out-
come measurement is not likely to be influenced by lack of blinding; blinding of outcome assess-
ment ensured, and unlikely that the blinding could have been broken.

High risk of bias: No blinding of outcome assessment, and the outcome measurement is likely to be
influenced by lack of blinding; blinding of outcome assessment, but likely that the blinding could
have been broken, and the outcome measurement is likely to be influenced by lack of blinding.

Blinding of outcome assess-
ment

Detection bias due to knowl-
edge of the allocated interven-
tions by outcome assessors.

Unclear: Insufficient information to permit judgement

Low risk of bias: No missing outcome data; reasons for missing outcome data unlikely to be relat-
ed to true outcome (for survival data, censoring unlikely to be introducing bias); missing outcome
data balanced in numbers across intervention groups, with similar reasons for missing data across
groups; for dichotomous outcome data, the proportion of missing outcomes compared with ob-
served event risk not enough to have a clinically relevant impact on the intervention effect esti-
mate; for continuous outcome data, plausible effect size (difference in means or standardized dif-
ference in means) among missing outcomes not enough to have a clinically relevant impact on ob-
served effect size; missing data have been imputed using appropriate methods.

High risk of bias: Reason for missing outcome data likely to be related to true outcome, with either
imbalance in numbers or reasons for missing data across intervention groups; for dichotomous
outcome data, the proportion of missing outcomes compared with observed event risk enough to
induce clinically relevant bias in intervention effect estimate; for continuous outcome data, plausi-
ble effect size (difference in means or standardized difference in means) among missing outcomes
enough to induce clinically relevant bias in observed effect size; ‘as-treated’ analysis done with
substantial departure of the intervention received from that assigned at randomisation; potentially
inappropriate application of simple imputation.

Incomplete outcome data

Attrition bias due to amount,
nature or handling of incom-
plete outcome data.

Unclear: Insufficient information to permit judgement

Low risk of bias: The study protocol is available and all of the study’s pre-specified (primary and
secondary) outcomes that are of interest in the review have been reported in the pre-specified way;
the study protocol is not available but it is clear that the published reports include all expected out-
comes, including those that were pre-specified (convincing text of this nature may be uncommon).

Selective reporting

Reporting bias due to selective
outcome reporting

High risk of bias: Not all of the study’s pre-specified primary outcomes have been reported; one or
more primary outcomes is reported using measurements, analysis methods or subsets of the data
(e.g. subscales) that were not pre-specified; one or more reported primary outcomes were not pre-
specified (unless clear justification for their reporting is provided, such as an unexpected adverse
effect); one or more outcomes of interest in the review are reported incompletely so that they can-
not be entered in a meta-analysis; the study report fails to include results for a key outcome that
would be expected to have been reported for such a study.

  (Continued)
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Unclear: Insufficient information to permit judgement

Low risk of bias: The study appears to be free of other sources of bias.

High risk of bias: Had a potential source of bias related to the specific study design used; stopped
early due to some data-dependent process (including a formal-stopping rule); had extreme base-
line imbalance; has been claimed to have been fraudulent; had some other problem.

Other bias

Bias due to problems not cov-
ered elsewhere in the table

Unclear: Insufficient information to assess whether an important risk of bias exists; insufficient ra-
tionale or evidence that an identified problem will introduce bias.

  (Continued)

 

C O N T R I B U T I O N S   O F   A U T H O R S

1. DraV the protocol: MR, VS, SP, SDC, AP, OL, MC, PF, MV, JCC, GFMS

2. Study selection: AP, MR, SP

3. Extract data from studies: AP, MR, VS

4. Enter data into RevMan: MR, SP

5. Carry out the analysis: MR, SP, VS

6. Interpret the analysis: MR, SP, VS, GFMS

7. DraV the final review: MR, VS, SP, SDC, AP, OL, MC, PF, MV, JCC, GFMS

8. Disagreement resolution: GFMS

9. Update the review: MR, SP

D E C L A R A T I O N S   O F   I N T E R E S T

None known.

I N D E X   T E R M S

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)

*Blood Glucose;  *Glycated Hemoglobin A  [analysis];  Albuminuria  [epidemiology];  Cardiovascular Diseases  [mortality]  [prevention
& control];  Cause of Death;  Creatinine  [blood];  Death, Sudden  [epidemiology];  Diabetes Mellitus, Type 1  [complications];  Diabetes
Mellitus, Type 2  [complications];  Diabetic Nephropathies  [blood]  [*prevention & control];  Disease Progression;  Fasting  [*blood];
  Hyperglycemia  [blood]  [drug therapy];  Hypoglycemic Agents  [therapeutic use];  Kidney Failure, Chronic  [blood]  [etiology]
 [*prevention & control];  Myocardial Infarction  [mortality]  [prevention & control];  Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic;  Stroke
 [epidemiology]  [prevention & control];  Time Factors

MeSH check words

Humans
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